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In 2016, the annual joint workshop of the Fraunhofer Institute of Optronics,
System Technologies and Image Exploitation (IOSB) and the Vision and Fu-
sion Laboratory (IES) of the Institute for Anthropomatics, Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology (KIT) has again been hosted by the town of Triberg-Nussbach in
Germany.
For a week from July, 24 to 29 the PhD students of the both institutions deliv-
ered extended reports on the status of their research and participated in thorough
discussions on topics ranging from computer vision and world modeling to data
fusion and human-machine interaction. Most results and ideas presented at the
workshop are collected in this book in the form of detailed technical reports.
This volume provides a comprehensive and up-to-date overview of the research
program of the IES Laboratory and the Fraunhofer IOSB.
The editors thank Lars Sommer, Matthias Richter, and other organizers for their
efforts resulting in a pleasant and inspiring atmosphere throughout the week.
We would also like to thank the doctoral students for writing and reviewing the
technical reports as well as for responding to the comments and the suggestions
of their colleagues.
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Combining YAWL and DBNs
for Surgical Phase Detection
Patrick Philipp
Vision and Fusion Laboratory
Institute for Anthropomatics
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Germany
p.philipp@kit.edu
Technical Report IES-2016-01
Abstract: To provide assistance functions in context of surgical interven-
tions, the use of a surgical phase detection plays an important role. By
assessing the progress of an on-going surgery, a tailored (i.e., context sen-
sitive) decision support for medical practitioners can be enabled. Subse-
quently, this provides opportunities to prevent errors, injuries, negligence
or malpractices. In this work, a surgical phase detection, combining Yet
Another Workflow Language (YAWL) with Dynamic Bayesian Networks
(DBNs) is proposed. Thereby, YAWL is used to model the relationship
of surgical phases; DBNs are used to allow for the detection of surgical
phases of interest. The approach is presented for the application example of
a cholecystectomy (removal of the gallbladder).
1 Introduction
In modern medicine, the use of assistance functions becomes increasingly im-
portant [PFHB16]. Such functions can be realized as part of a computer as-
sisted surgery (CAS) to enable a decision support of the medical practitioners
[KWN+15]. Thereby, a decision support opens up a scope of optimization:
E.g. concerning the prevention of errors, injuries, negligence or (subsequently)
malpractices.
In this context, a surgical phase detection plays an important role. Namely, be-
cause by assessing the progress of an on-going surgery, a tailored (i.e., context
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sensitive) decision support during an intervention can be enabled. In doing so,
there is not only a passive dissemination (e.g. distribution via print media) of
support (e.g. medical guidelines) – which was shown has only little effect on the
actual practitioners behavior [FL92, SGM+11]. Instead, we propose to provide
an interactive assistance in terms of a context sensitive decision support to assist
medical practitioners during an intervention.
In this work, we focus on the application example of the removal of the gallblad-
der (cholecystectomy). Thereby, we consider the standard procedure of a chole-
cystectomy, the laparoscopic cholecystectomy. It is a minimal invasive approach
using laparoscopes. These are endoscopes, specialized for an abdominal surgery
(i.e. a surgery concerning the stomach). It is therefore not surprising that regard-
ing CAS, the considered procedure can be categorized as a computer-assisted
abdominal surgery [KWN+15].
This contribution is structured as follows: first, in sections 2 and 3, the funda-
mentals of Yet Another Workflow Language (YAWL) and Dynamic Bayesian
Networks (DBNs) are presented. Section 4 gives details on the application ex-
ample of a laparoscopic cholecystectomy and the according model in YAWL.
Section 5 focuses on the modelling approach of combining YAWL and DBNS.
The approach is verified in section 6 and, finally, a conclusion is drawn in section
7 on page 13.
2 Fundamentals on YAWL
There are various reasons for choosing YAWL (Yet Another Workflow Language)
as a modeling tool for workflows [HRAA10]. One aspect is the expressive
power reflected in various so called workflow patterns. Another aspect is the
formal semantics which enable the application of analysis tools like WofYAWL
[VvdAtH06] to verify a model.
Nevertheless, YAWL is said to be comprehensive [HRAA10], and building a
valid model can be challenging task, especially if the medical expert uses YAWL
on his own – and therefore without the assistance of a technical domain expert.














Figure 2.1: Important elements of the YAWL notation. A condition is represented by
a circle and a task is represented by a square. There are two unique conditions: the so
called input condition (black triangle in a circle) and the output condition (black square in
a circle). A task can be expanded by a split and a join behavior which is indicated by the
corresponding symbols.
used as an intermediate language for further assistance functions which are build
upon a YAWL specification.
Figure 2.1 depicts important elements of the YAWL notation. Since YAWL is
an extension of so-called Workflow Nets [AH03], their elements show a high de-
gree of similarity. Formally, a YAWL specification is a non-empty set of extended
workflow nets (EWF Nets). Such an EWF Net can comprise several conditions
which are represented by circles1 (cf. Figure 2.1). Furthermore, an EWF Net
comprises two unique conditions: one unique input condition, which is repre-
sented by a black triangle in a circle, as well as a unique output condition, which
is represented by a black square in a circle (cf. Figure 2.1). A task of the EWF
Net is given by a square, which can be expanded by a split and a join behavior
(cf. Figure 2.1).
Formally, an EWF Net is given by the following tuple [VvdAtH06, HRAA10]:
EWF = (i, o, C, T, F, fsplit, fjoin, frem, fnofi) ,
1 Compared to Petri Nets, a condition can be interpreted as a place [AH03].
Consequently, in [Phi16] we introduced translation rules transferring one com-
prehensible UML activity into a YAWL specification. That means, YAWL can be
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• i ∈ C is the input condition,
• o ∈ C is the output condition,
• C is a set of conditions,
• T is a set of tasks,
• F ⊆ ((C \ {o})× T ) ∪ (T × (C \ {i})) ∪ (T × T ) is the flow relation,
• Every node in the graph (C ∪ T, F ) is on a directed path from i to o,
• fsplit : T  {AND, OR, XOR} 2 specifies the split behavior of each task,
• fjoin : T  {AND, OR, XOR} specifies the join behavior of each task,
• frem : T  P+ (T ∪ C \ {i, o}) 3 specifies the tokens to be removed by
emptying a part of the net,
• fnofi : T  N × Ninf × Ninf × {dynamic, static} specifies the multiplicity
of each task.
In this work, we focus on the combination of a given YAWL specification with
Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs). Therefore we introduced the necessary
basics of YAWL in this section and proceed with the fundamentals on DBNs in
the following section.
3 Fundamentals on DBNs
There are many reasons for considering Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs)
[DK89] as a modeling tool for dynamic systems [Mur02]. With respect to the
modeling of medical workflows, we opted for DBNs because they combine a
reasonable tradeoff between expressiveness and complexity, and include proba-
bilistic models that have proved to be successful in practice (e.g. Hidden Markov
2 Please note:  denotes a partial function. I.e., a task can have no specified split behavior, too.
3 Please note: P+(X) denotes the power set of X without the empty set: P+(X) = P(X) \ {∅}
where
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Model, their state space can be expressed in a factored form and not only as a
single discrete random variable. Furthermore, concerning Kalman Filter Mod-
els, DBNs allow for arbitrary probability distributions (not only for unimodal
linear-Gaussians) [Pad10].
A Bayesian Network (BN) is a probabilistic graphical model (PGM), combining
graph theoretic approaches with approaches of probability theory. Consequently,
a BN over random variables X0:N := X0, . . . , XN is given by a pair
B = (G,P ) .
Whereby G corresponds to a directed, acyclic graph (DAG)
G = (V,E) , and (3.1)
P (X0:N ) =
N∏
n=0
P (Xn|Pa(Xn)) , (3.2)
corresponds to a joint probability distribution [KF09]. DAG G in (3.1) is used
to define dependencies between random variables X0:N . It is also known as the
structure of the BN. The vertex set V represents the set of random variables, while
a directed edge Vi → Vj of the set of edges E represents a direct dependency
between two variables. A missing edge symbolizes the independence of these
two variables (cf. Figure 3.1).
 X 0
 X 1  X 2  X 3
Figure 3.1: Graph of a Bayesian Network (BN) over random variables X0:3. In
this structure (also called Naive BN), there are directed edges connecting a root
node (X0) and its children (X1:3). Since a missing edge symbolizes an indepen-
dence of two variables, the joint probability P (X0:3) can be factorized as follows:
P (X0:3) = P (X0)P (X1|X0)P (X2|X0)P (X3|X0).
Models) [LJ14]. Additionally, due to their factorized state space, DBN models
allow improved modularity and interpretability. In contrast to a Hidden Markov
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the parameters of the BN. Here, Pa(Xn) denotes the set of parents of a random
variable Xn. Graphically, this corresponds to vertices having a directed edge
pointing to Xn’s vertex. Please note, if Pa(Xn) = ∅, a random variable Xn is a
root node of the BN, and P (Xn| ∅) = P (Xn) gives the a-priori probability (cf.
Figure 3.1).
A Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) is an extension of a BN, also taking the
temporal dependencies of variables into account [Mur02]. A DBN is given by a
pair
DBN = (B0, B→) ,
where the BN B0 uses P (X0:N0 ) to specify the a-priori probability distribution
over random variables X0:N in a time step with index 0 (cf. Figure 3.1 as an
example for a possible underlying DAG).
Furthermore, B→ specifies the conditional probability distribution over discrete
time steps t by using
P (X0:Nt |X0:Nt−1 ) =
N∏
n=0
P (Xnt |Pa(Xnt )) . (3.3)
In Equation (3.3), Pa(Xnt ) denotes the set of X
n
t ’s parents in the corresponding
graph. The parents can be in the same time slice (e.g. representing instanta-
neous causation) or the previous one (i.e., we assume the model to be fist-order
Markov). In the latter case, arcs point to time slices with ascending index, reflect-
ing the causal flow of time [Mur02]. Please compare Figure 3.2 for an exemplary
graph of B→ which is also known as a two-slice Temporal Bayesian Network
(2TBN).
For T time-slices, the joint distribution of the DBN is given by equation [Mur02]:
















P (Xnt |Pa(Xnt )) .
The joint probability distribution in (3.2) is given by the product of all conditional
probability distributions associated with the vertices of G. It is also known as
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X 0t-1 X 
0
t  
X 1t     X 
2
t  X 
3
t  
Figure 3.2: Simplified graph of a 2-Slice Temporal Bayesian Network (2TBN). In con-
text of a DBN, a 2TBN (or: B→) is used as template for consecutive time steps t. For
simplification, we omitted X1:3t−1, since in this example, there is no direct dependency to
X0:3t .
X 00   




X 01   




X 02   




Figure 3.3: Example of a DBN unrolled for 3 slices using graphs depicted in Figure 3.1
and 3.2 as B0 and B→. For simplification some nodes are omitted, which is graphically
represented by three dots.
3.3 for a DBN unrolled for three time slices. Similar to HMMs, parameters of
such a DBN, having N children, can be grouped as follows (cf. Figure 3.3):
P (X00 = i) = π(i) (3.4)
P (X0t = j|X0t−1 = i) =A(i, j) (3.5)
P (X1t = j|X0t = i) =B(1)(i, j) (3.6)
. . .
P (XNt = j|X0t = i) =B(N)(i, j) (3.7)
Graphically, this corresponds to an unrolling of the DBN, using B0 as the initial
distribution, and B→ as template for each following time slice. Refer to Figure
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that the statement P (X = x) is a shorthand for an event ω ∈ Ω : fX(ω) = x,
whereby the set of possible outcomes is denoted by Ω, and fX maps an event ω
to a possible value of a random variable X . We denote possible values x of X by
V al(X) [KF09].
In Equation (3.5) the probability distributions of the state transitions are given.
With this, the dependencies over time (and between states) are expressed. Con-
sequently,A(i, j) is an adjacency matrix extended by transition probabilities for
entries unequal to 0. In Equations (3.6) and (3.7), the probability distribution for
observations concerning the children of the root node are given. The naming of
the matricesA(i, j) andB(i, j) is inspired by Hidden Markov Models (HMMs).
Please note, that in case of HMMs the observation probabilities can be specified
by a single matrix B(i, j), since the corresponding probability distribution can-
not be factorized. That means, graphically, the root node would have only one
child which incorporates the complete probability distribution.
4 Workflow of a Cholecystectomy
In Figure 4.1, the application example of this work, the workflow of a cholecys-
tectomy (surgical removal of the gallbladder) is depicted.
The sequence of tasks is as follows: First, carbonic acid gas is injected to inflate
the abdomen (stomach). In task two, trocars, sharpened tubes, are used to break
through the abdominal wall. Trocars can be used to enable the placement of ad-
ditional medical instruments during the surgery. In the third task of the workflow,
the bile duct is dissected (exposed). The following task comprises the clipping
and cutting of the bile duct. In task five the cystic artery is dissected in prepa-
ration for the clipping and cutting in task six. After this task, an intraoperative
cholangiogram (radiographic imaging of the bile ducts with contrast medium) is
optionally performed. Thus, a decision has to be made after task six. When the
two possible flows are merged, another sequence of tasks has to be accomplished.
It includes the detaching of the gallbladder and the liver bed coagulation.
Equation (3.4) shows the inital probability distribution associated with the root
node X0 at time step t = 0 (X00 ). Consequently, π(i) is a vector representing
the a-priori probability of each of the values of X00 being present. Please note
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1: Generation of 
Pneumoperitoneum
3: Dissection of Bile Duct
5: Dissection of Cystic Artery




8: Detaching of the 
Gallbladder
9: Liver Bed 
Coagulation
2: Placement of Trocars
6: Clipping and Cutting Cystic 
Artery
Figure 4.1: Workflow of a cholecystectomy (surgical removal of the gallbladder) in
YAWL. A sequence of tasks is followed by a decision, and two additional tasks after
the two possible flows are merged.
Each of the tasks is represented by a set of characteristic features. In this work,
we utilize surgical instruments to characterize the single tasks. The presence
of a certain surgical instrument is given as observation for our phase detection
models.
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5 Combining YAWL and DBNs
To provide a reliable phase detection, we propose the combination of Yet An-
other Workflow Language (YAWL) with Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs).
YAWL is used to model the relationship between surgical phases, in the sense
that possible transitions from one phase to another can be specified. The upper
part of Figure 5.1 shows the YAWL model of an exemplary workflow with three
subsequent phases a, b and c. The workflow starts with an input condition (black
triangle in a circle) followed by the three tasks a, b, c (squares), and ends by a
final condition (black square in a circle). A frame comprising the current phase
and the subsequent phases is shifted while the workflow progresses. Depending
on this frame, a different DBN model is chosen.















Figure 5.1: A combination of YAWL with DBNs is proposed in this work. YAWL sym-
bols are depicted in the upper part of the figure. The workflow starts by an input condition
(black triangle in a circle) followed by three tasks (squares) and ends by a final condition
(black square in a circle). In the lower part of the figure, DBNs are shown. Each DBN is
associated with a frame comprising the current task as well as possible follow up tasks.
In order to do so, the corresponding DBN models have to be linked with the state
transitions of YAWL. In Figure 5.2 the internal structure of an atomic YAWL task
is outlined. The notation is inspired by Petri Nets [Pet62], and assumes that there
are so called transitions which consume marks, so-called tokens. Additionally,
there are so called places where these tokens can be stored. Thereby, transitions
can be interpreted as internal actions and places can be interpreted as internal
states of a task t. The example in Figure 5.2 depicts a transition named enter
which removes all tokens that enable the task t. In the simple case where task
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t has no join behavior (e.g. there is only one predecessor task a before task b
like in Fig. 5.1), there is only one token (resulting from the predecessor task)
to remove respectively. If there is join behavior and fjoin(t) = AND, all input
places of the transition entert need to hold a token. I.e., task t can only be entered
iff all other predecessor tasks are exited. For fjoin(t) = XOR and fjoin(t) = OR,
different rules for joining apply. Here, at least one token has to be present. For
more detailed information please refer to [AH03]. Further details on Petri Nets
can be found in [Rei13b].
Figure 5.2: The internal states of an atomic YAWL task can be represented by a Petri Net
inspired notation. Modified from [AH03].
In Figure 5.2, the places mi at, mi et, mi ct, and the transition add are necessary
for managing multi-instance tasks. For simplification, we consider a task to be
a single instance. That means one and the same task cannot be simultaneously
executed more than once.
Once, the transition entert has produced one token, the transition start is enabled
and can occur. When the superordinate task t starts to be executed, the internal
transition start consumes the corresponding token. While task t is executed, a
token resides in place exec. As soon as the superordinate task t is completed,
the transition complete consumes this token and produces a new token in the
adjacent place. The tokens produced by transition exit can activate follow up
tasks. Different activation mechanisms are possible: 1.) No split behavior, i.e.,
only one token allows to activate a subsequent task. 2.) In case of an AND-split,
for each subsequent task, one token is produced. 3.) In case of XOR- or OR-split
at least one token is produced for all of the successors.
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In our approach that combines YAWL and DBNs, we chose the appropriate DBN
model based on the current phase. The current phase is represented by the task
currently executed, i.e., a token is present at the task’s internal place execute.
Each task is linked to a unique DBN model. This model consists of a root node
containing the current task, as well as all follow-up tasks as possible outcomes.
The follow-up tasks are given by the successors of the task’s internal transition
exit. All other tasks of the network are not considered for classification in this
case. As soon as the DBN model predicts that a follow-up phase is present, the
current YAWL task is exited and the predicted successor is executed. Once this
happens, a new DBN model is activated and used for the following classifica-
tion. The process can be described by sliding a classification window over the
workflow (cf. Figure 5.1).
6 Verification
To verify our approach, we used expert-based modeled DBNs of a cholecys-
tectomy [PFBss]. We generated 100 surgical procedures with simulated feature
values, using a median of algorithmic accuracies of 92%. Out of the generated
surgeries, 45 surgeries involved an intraoperative cholangiogram. The proposed
combination of YAWL and DBNs was utilized to classify the generated obser-
vation sequences. Figure 6.1 depicts the resulting confusion matrix. The results
show that the model is able to predict the correct task in most cases (overall accu-
racy of 89%). There is some confusion (which is expressed by the false classified
off-diagonal elements, since they are mistakenly confused with other classes),
especially in Clipping and Cutting Cystic Artery (task 6) and Intraoperative
Cholangiogram (task 7). In the first case, the observations are predominantly
confused with the two possible follow-up tasks (Intraoperative Cholangiogram,
task 7, and Detaching of the Gallbladder, task 8). Further confusion is present in
Intraoperative Cholangiogram, but predominantly with the last phase 9. This is,
because the model can hardly compensate wrong predicted transitions, which is a
direct consequence of the frame-wise moving classification window. To compen-
sate this aspect, auxiliary backward transitions, e.g. to the previous task, could
be added to the model. To sum up we can say that the proposed models work as
expected. Nevertheless, there is room of improvement concerning the robustness
of the classification which will be addressed in upcoming publications.
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0.4 % 97.3 % 0.4 % 0.1 % 0.6 % 0.0 % 1.1 % 0.0 % 0.0 %
0.0 % 0.0 % 96.0 % 0.0 % 0.3 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.2 % 3.5 %
0.0 % 0.0 % 0.2 % 90.5 % 0.2 % 4.6 % 0.3 % 0.3 % 4.0 %
0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.2 % 82.6 % 0.4 % 10.8 % 0.8 % 5.3 %
0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.2 % 73.2 % 11.6 % 7.2 % 7.8 %
0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 79.4 % 0.0 % 20.5 %
0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 84.6 % 15.4 %
0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.2 % 99.8 %






Figure 6.1: Normalized Confusion Matrix. A row represents an instance of an actual sur-
gical step, whereas a column represents an instance of the predicted surgical step. Con-
sequently, the values of the diagonal elements represent the degree of correctly predicted
classes.
7 Conclusion
In this work, we discussed the fundamentals of YAWL (Yet Another Workflow
Language) and DBNs (Dynamic Bayesian Networks) in detail. On that basis, we
introduced a combination of YAWL and DBNs for a surgical phase detection on
the application example of the removal of a gallbladder (cholecystectomy).
We showed that the proposed models are able to predict most of the tasks of the
surgery correctly. Nevertheless, there is some room of improvement with respect
to the robustness of the classification which will be adressed in future research.
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Detecting the progress of an on-going surgery plays an important role for context
sensitive assistance: A reliable detection of the current task of a surgical work-
flow is the basis for a tailored decision support for medical practitioners. Subse-
quently, an intraoperative support can help to prevent errors, injuries, negligence
or malpractices.
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Abstract: With decades of research and development, confocal micro-
scopes have been the work horse of scientific and industrial 3D measure-
ment. However, due to its requirement for axial scanning, its range of appli-
cation is limited by its slow measurement speed. Chromatic confocal mea-
surement systems have been developed to eliminate the need for mechani-
cal scanning. Nevertheless, they are still bottle-necked by the transfer and
processing of densely sampled spectral data. In this article, Bayesian exper-
imental design is applied to the chromatic confocal measurement scheme,
allowing for more efficient spectral sampling. Recurrent neural network
(RNN) is trained to approximate full Bayesian experimental design with
much less computation. Simulations have demonstrated that experimen-
tal design approximated by RNN provides better results than an equidis-
tant sampling scheme and performance close to full Bayesian experimental
design.
1 Introduction
Confocal microscope has been widely applied in various fields due to its supe-
rior resolution and unique depth-discerning capability [HWS81]. In a conven-
tional confocal system, a monochromatic point source is projected into the ob-
ject space for illumination and the returning light is reflected to a pinhole which
guarantees that light gets fully transmitted to the detector only when the ob-
ject is in focus. In order to retrieve the depth information, the system has to
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Figure 1.1: Confocal microscope requires both axial and lateral scanning.
be shifted axially with respect to the object while the detector records intensity
measurements at different locations. This scanning generates a Gaussian-like
signal which can be utilized to retrieve the depth of the object. In order to get a
full 3D measurement of the object, the system has to be scanned also laterally.
Confocal measurement is slow due to its requirement for axial and lateral scan-
ning. Various technologies have been developed to accelerate these processes,
such as chromatic confocal microscope [MPPQ84] and various array scanning
microscopes [EAH02, DLY+13]. However, two fundamental problems remain
unsolved. In the axial direction, when we are dealing with confocal or chromatic
confocal signal, we are always trying to locate the location of a quasi-Gaussian
peak which directly reflects the location/depth of the object under measurement.
According to estimation theory the width of the peak is directly related to the sen-
sitivity of the system, and in this case people are always trying to build a system
with a peak as narrow as possible in order to increase the sensitivity. Neverthe-
less, a narrower peak means that the information about the object is only con-
tained within a tiny subset of support where all the rest of the signal are simply
zeros. To measure the complete signal with such sparsity like what’s typically
done in a chromatic confocal system with spectrometer is highly inefficient. The
second fundamental problem is related with the density of measurement. Light
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which is not focused on the object will spread across adjacent area of a single
measurement point, limiting the minimum distance between two simultaneous
lateral measurement points that prevents crosstalk. This article aims to tackle
the first problem through simulations of Bayesian experimental design and its
accelerated approximation based on Recurrent Neural Network.
2 Chromatic Confocal Measurement Model
The target of chromatic confocal measurement is to retrieve the depth of the mea-
surement position via the location of the Gaussian-like peak. From the point of
view of parameter estimation, the canonical way to do this is to build a mea-
surement model and apply Bayesian inference on the parameters of interest. The
measurement model is composed of two parts, the signal model and the noise
model. The signal model describes the relationship between an ideal signal, or
expectation of the signal, and the parameters to be estimated. And the noise
model represents the amount of noise added to the ideal model.
In the case of chromatic confocal measurement, we assume that the signal is a





where θ1 represents the amplitude of the signal and θ2 represents the location of
the signal. θ1 is mainly determined by the reflectance of the object and θ2 reflects
the axial position of the object. λ denotes the wavelength. σ represents the width
of the Gaussian-shaped chromatic confocal signal and is determined by proper-
ties of the optical system such as the numerical aperture. Assuming normally
distributed noise, the complete model is expressed as a normal distribution over
the combination of signal and noise:
y ∼ N (ŷ, σn) (2.1)
where σn describes the variance of the noise and is mainly determined by the
camera.
Based on Bayes theorem, the parameter estimation task is relatively straight-
forward by calculating the posterior probability distribution of the parameters
based on the measurement model. In this case, the parameters of interest are
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Figure 2.1: Posterior sampling after measurements are made.
θ = {θ1, θ2}, where θ1 contains information of the object texture and θ2 con-
tains the depth information. The posterior is proportional to the product of prior
and likelihood. Without any prior knowledge, the prior distribution is considered
to be flat across the valid support so that all parameter values are equally possible
when no measurements are made. The likelihood comes directly from the mea-
surement model, as shown in Eq. (2.1). Therefore, the posterior distribution can




In practice, calculating the posterior distribution with certain resolution is of-
ten computationally prohibitive, and therefore people have been using sampling
techniques such as Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method. In our case,
an ensemble sampler which is affine-invariant [GW] is utilized for drawing the
posterior samples. Once samples are drawn from the posterior distribution, the
estimation becomes trivial by calculating the average of all samples.
Figure 2.1 demonstrates the procedure of posterior sampling for chromatic mea-
surement through simulation. In the left figure, the signal to be measured is
denoted by ŷ and simulated measurements with normally distributed noise are
contained in Y . The middle figure illustrates the posterior probability distribu-
tion of the parameters to be estimated and the right figure shows samples drawn
from such distribution.
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Figure 3.1: Adaptive measurement of a chromatic confocal signal. First row: each
measurement step. Second row: utility function after each measurement step.
the variance of the samples. Secondly, the posterior distribution of the parameter
allows for the selection of optimal measurement location in the next measurement
through Bayesian experimental design, as will be discussed in the next section.
3 Bayesian Experimental Design
Bayesian experimental design is the subject of making decisions under uncertain-
ties with limited resource. In our case of measuring a chromatic confocal signal,
conventional systems utilize a spectrometer which disperse various wavelength
onto hundreds of pixels. A major drawback for such approach is that the transfer
of the intensity data can be quite slow. Additionally, in the case of multi-point
chromatic confocal system, the application of multiple spectrometers is often
prohibitive, due to either cost or mechanical constrains. Therefore, wavelength
scanning of the light source is used instead to acquire the chromatic signal. Nev-
ertheless, such process can be time-intensive depending on the scanning speed of
the light source.
Instead of an equidistant measuring scheme, Bayesian experimental design al-
lows for an adaptive measuring scheme, where location for new measurement
is determined by measurements already conducted. For example, With a tunable
The Bayesian framework has two major advantages for parameter estimation.
Firstly, the uncertainty of the estimation can be easily derived by calculating
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measured intensities of five wavelengths, the question that Bayesian experimen-
tal design tries to answer is which wavelength we should look at next so that
estimation could be made most efficiently in the end.
The profit generated by measurement at a certain wavelength is described by a
utility function over the design space. There are various different utility functions
which focuses on different aspects of the design. Here we will take the Kullback-
Leibler divergence between the posterior and the new posterior with the new
measurement. The utility function is expressed as the expectation of this KL
divergence under the posterior predictive distribution [Rya03]:
U(d) = Ey|d[DKL(p(θ|Y, y, d)‖p(θ|Y ))]
=
∫∫
p(θ|Y, y, d) log p(θ|Y, y, d)





log p(y|θ, Y, d)
− log[
∫















{θi} ∪ {θij} ∼ p(θ|Y ), {yi} ∼ p(y|θi, d)
where d represents possible design, i.e. next wavelength to be measured. Cal-
culation of the double integral for this utility function cannot be conducted an-
alytically and therefore is solved by a nested Monte Carlo approximation using
posterior samples drawn for parameter estimation.
Finally, the task is to find the d∗ which maximizes the utility function above.
Although there are stochastic optimization techniques for such problems, peo-
ple typically calculate the utility functions for a grid of design points and take
the maximum one. Notice that this approach is based on the so-called myopic
design. It means that only one further step is considered based on current situa-
tion. This does not guarantee true optimal design for an experiment with multiple
measurements, but in general works very well as a greedy method.
As an example, Figure 3.1 demonstrates the adaptive measurement of a chro-
matic confocal signal. The first row shows the signal to be measured and the
light source whose wavelength can be tuned programmably, suppose that we have
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Figure 3.2: Comparison between equidistant measurement and adaptive measurement.
First row: equidistant measurement and its corresponding posterior estimation. Second
row: adaptive measurement and its corresponding posterior estimation.
Figure 3.2 shows the comparison between equidistant measurement scheme and
adaptive measurement scheme based on Bayesian experimental design. As seen
from the posterior samples, with same number of measurement steps, the adap-
tive approach typically generates much concentrated samples, indicating less un-
certainty for parameter estimation. The reason is that the adaptive approach tends
be measured, y represents new measurement in each step and Y contains all mea-
surements conducted. The second row shows the utility function over the design
space in each step. In this example, measurement starts by recording intensity of
the wavelength in the middle. Based on the measurement result, parameter esti-
mation is conducted and the utility function over all wavelengths is calculated. In
the next step, intensity is measured at the wavelength which has the largest utility
value.These two steps can be repeated multiple times until utility functions for
all positions drops to zero, indicating that new measurements do not bring any
additional information. The wavelength is normalized to a range from zero to
one as the calculations are all based on simulations.
corresponding measurement in each step. In these graphs, ŷ denotes the signal to
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to make new measurements at locations where more information is expected to
be gained about the parameters.
4 Accelerated Experimental Design with RNN
As discussed in Section 3, the utility function in Bayesian experimental design
can be approximated by a nested Monte Carlo method:













where {θi} ∪ {θij} are drawn from p(θ|Y ) and {yi} are drawn from p(y|θi, d).
One major disadvantage of Bayesian experimental design is its slow speed. The
nested MC approximation of the utility function shown above is only asymptot-
ically unbiased as an estimator of the utility function. The bias and variance of
estimator depends on the number of posterior samples. As shown in previous
study [Rya03], the variance can be represented as A(d)/N +B(d)/NM and the
bias can be represented to leading order byC(d)/M , whereA,B andC are terms
depending on the sampling distribution. The number of samples needed for ex-
perimental design is naturally much larger than that for inference. To make things
even worse, the inner loop of this nested MC is performed for each design can-
didate respectively. Due to these reasons, even with faster computers nowadays,
full Bayesian experimental design is only implemented in limited fields, such as
pharmaceutical studies and astronomy. What’s common about these fields is that
although the model behind is often very complex, the time interval between two
experiments are also very long, thus allowing a good design to be found in a
Bayesian way.
The problem of measuring the chromatic confocal signal is exactly opposite.
Real-time decisions have to be made based on a relatively simple model. If the
design speed is not fast enough, it would be more efficient to simply scan the
whole wavelength range like a spectrometer. To accelerate the Bayesian exper-
imental design process, a specific type of neural network, i.e. recurrent neural
network (RNN) can be trained as an approximation.
The inspiration for using this model originates from a recent topic in computer
vison society, called Visual Attention Model [BMK14]. For pattern recognition
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Figure 4.1: Graph representations of feed-forward neural network and recurrent neural
network.
task, the researchers try to mimic the human vision system using a recurrent
network. Instead of performing classification on the complete image, a small
image patch is processed by the RNN and the output is both the classification
result and where to look next. The training is implemented with reinforcement
learning. It seems quite obvious that the visual attention model and Bayesian
experimental design share an incredible amount of similarities as both attempt to
gain more information through a series of adaptive measurements/observations.
For a conventional feed-forward neural network with a single hidden layer, the
propagation of data can be expressed as:
s = f1(Ux+ b1)
o = f2(V s+ b2)
where x denotes the input signal, o and s represent the activation of the hidden
layer and the output layer respectively. The matrices U and V contain weights
describing connections between layers. The non-linear activation functions with
various choices are labeled as f1(·) and f2(·) with b1 and b2 representing biases.
More layers can be added to form more complex networks.
A recurrent neural network is capable of ”memorizing” previous input data due
to the introduction of a feedback loop in the hidden layer. Although more so-
phisticated variations have been developed, the simplest form of a RNN can be
expressed as:
st = f1(Uxt +Wst−1 + b1)
ot = f2(V st + b2)
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where t stands for the time-stamp and W is a matrix describing the weights of
the feedback loop.
To train a RNN for approximation of Bayesian experimental design, a series of
experiments are simulated based on the measurement model and full Bayesian
experimental design. Each simulated experiment consists of ten measurement
steps of one chromatic confocal peak. The measurements and the corresponding
utility functions are stored as training data for the RNN, which can be expressed
in the following form:
lt = Uλt + bl
mt = V it + bm
st = lt ◦mt
kt = LSTM(W, st, st−1, bk)
ot = ReLU(Okt + bo)
where lt is a hidden layer with 200 neurons to encode the measurement location,
mt is a hidden layer also with 200 neurons to encode the measured intensity.
st merges lt and mt by taking element-wise multiplication with the Hadamard
operator denoted by ◦. kt is a sophisticated recurrent layer, namely Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) [HS97], which memorizes information from previous
measurement steps of an experiment. ot is the output layer with rectified linear
unit (ReLU) as the activation function. U , V , W , O contains weights describ-
ing each layer and bl, bm, bk, bo describe biases for the corresponding layers.
The target of training is to find the weights and biases which best fit the sim-
ulated experiments and the training is conducted through RMSProp optimizer
with the objective of minimizing the mean squared logarithmic error. The whole
process is implemented in Python based on Theano and Keras, and is computed
using Quadro K1100M graphics card by Nvidia. The training takes a couple of
hours, but during measurement, the feed-forward calculation of a RNN is much
faster than full Bayesian experimental design which requires multiple nested MC
samplings.
As a comparison, 300 experiments of chromatic confocal measurements are sim-
ulated using three approaches: full Bayesian experimental design, approximation
using RNN, and equidistant measurement. Parameters of the signal are drawn
randomly. As can be seen from Figure 4.2, measurement with Bayesian experi-
mental design has a lower average estimation bias compared with an equidistant
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of different measurement schemes.
5 Conclusion
In this article, Bayesian experimental design is applied to chromatic confocal
measurement technology in order to accelerate the measurement process through
an adaptive procedure. Simulations based on Markov-Chain Monte Carlo sam-
pling are conducted to calculate the expected Kullback-Leibler divergence of the
measurement method when the number of measurements are equal. The approx-
imation by recurrent neural network does not perform as well as the Bayesian ex-
perimental design, due to the errors generated in the utility functions. However,
it still yields lower bias for parameter estimation compared with the equidistant
measurement scheme.
Conventional feed-forward neural network with even just a single hidden layer,
is proven to be a universal approximator [Cyb89]. It means that any function
can be approximated by a neural network with a single hidden layer as long as
the layer is large enough. RNN is even better and has been proven to be Turing-
complete [Sie95]. While training of feed-forward neural network can be seen as
optimization over functions, training of recurrent neural network can be seen as
optimization over programs. There exists theoretically one RNN which perfectly
approximates Bayesian experimental design of a specific model.
posterior distribution after a new measurement step, which serves as the util-
ity function for guiding the next measurement step. Although experiments con-
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ducted through Bayesian experimental design demonstrate better parameter infer-
ence accuracy than common equidistant measurement schemes, the computation
for the nested MC approximation of the utility function is very intensive. There-
fore, a recurrent neural network based on LSTM is trained in order to approx-
imate full Bayesian experimental design with much faster speed. Simulations
have shown that accelerated experimental design with RNN provides better re-
sults than an equidistant sampling scheme and performance close to full Bayesian
experimental design.
All results presented in this report are derived from simulations based on an ideal
measurement model with Gaussian-shaped confocal signal. Although widely ac-
cepted, such Gaussian signal model might not truly reflect practical situations,
where the confocal peak can be asymmetric depending on the specific optical
setup. Therefore, a more accurate measurement model should be built based on
the actual hardware implementation. Real measurements based on Bayesian ex-
perimental design should be recorded to serve as the training data for the RNN
to get a more valid approximation.
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Abstract: In order to support operators of surveillance systems and to im-
prove their situation awareness, the automatic detection of unusual behavior
and anomalies can provide an essential contribution. As the amount of avail-
able data increases due to cheaper and more proficient sensor systems like
video cameras and radar systems, a human operator might not be able to
cope with it. This might result in a misinterpreted situation and ultimately
in making wrong decisions. Therefore, this report deals with an anomaly
detection algorithm based on a multi-agent system. Each object in the mon-
itored area is modeled as an agent with its own utility function. The agents
are supposed to behave in a rational way. As the Nash equilibrium is a game
theoretic concept to utilize rational behavior, the approach in this report is
to use this solution concept to model the agents’ behavior.
1 Introduction
In surveillance tasks, the automatic analysis of behavior is crucial to improve the
situation awareness of operators. Fischer and Beyerer stated in [FB13], that the
biggest challenge in advanced surveillance systems is not the acquisition of the
data, but the processing of the data. With the increasing amount of available data,
a human can be overwhelmed and needs support in order to be able to extract the
relevant information from the data.
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An idea to support an operator is the usage of situation analysis and anomaly
detection tools. In [FRB14], Fischer et al. use an approach based on dynamic
Bayesian network in order to model specific situations. By analyzing incoming
data, the probability for the existence of the situation can be estimated. It is
possible to build an abstract situation like smuggling goods or a pirate attack by
evaluating the probabilities of elementary situations like an object is approaching
another object, or the speed of an object is suspicious. The dynamic Bayesian
network is more robust to outliers than a model based on logical expressions and
rules alone.
Another approach is given in [AFB16]. Anneken et al. present an anomaly de-
tection algorithm based on b-splines. The spatio-temporal data recorded in a
surveillance task is interpolated by using splines. The resulting control points are
then used as feature vector for machine learning algorithms. These are trained
and used for the anomaly detection.
2 Intelligent Agent
An agent is defined by Russell and Norvig [RN95] as an object, which can use
sensors to perceive the environment and effectors to interact with it. E.g., a hu-
man has its five senses as sensors and hands and legs as effectors. An intelligent
agent reacts on the perceived environment in a specific way by evaluating the
input and reasoning about possible actions. For Russell and Norvig, there are
several levels of intelligence in agents. First, an agent can react with simple re-
flexes to the environment, i.e. the agent has stored some kind of rule base and
reacts according to it. The more intelligent agents have goals they follow and
utilities they can gain by performing an action. The most intelligent agent in this
concept is a learning agent. This is an agent, which not only reacts but can learn
new behavior in order to maximize its utility. In this report, the concept of an
utility-based agent is used.
A utility-based agent as shown in Fig. 2.1 perceives its environment and derives
its own state and the world’s state from this information. It knows its possible
actions and can estimate the state of the world, after performing a specific action.
As the goals of the agent are given as its utility function, the agent is able to
deduce its reward for each action. Therefore, the agent can choose the action
with the highest utility and behave according to this strategy.
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Figure 2.1: Structure of an utility-based agent as shown in [RN95].
One possible method to model a surveillance task with a multi-agent system is,
to design for each object in the monitored area an agent. These agents have goals
of their own, like following a specific trajectory or reaching a destination. The
possible strategies are given by the utilized motion model in combination with
the perceived environment. Following Anneken et al. [AFB17], the state of the
agent i at a timestep t is given by its position pt,i = (pxt,i , pyt,i), its moving
direction φt,i and its speed vt,i, resulting in
xt,i = (pxt,i , pyt,i , φt,i, vt,i)
ᵀ
A simple motion model may consist of the change in direction δφ,i and speed δv,i.
For a given maximum speed vi,max and maximum turning angle in each timestep
φi,max, these variables are defined by δv,i ∈ [−vi,max, vi,max] and the change of
the heading δφ,i ∈ [−φi,max, φi,max]. The speed and direction of movement for
the next timestep t+ 1 is then defined as
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vt+1,i = δv,i
φt+1,i = φt,i + δφ,i.
The position is estimated by calculating the distance covered by the agent in the
direction of φt+1,i with the speed vt+1,i:
pxt+1,i = pxt,i + vt+1,i cos(φt+1,i)
pyt+1,i = pyt,i + vt+1,i sin(φt+1,i).
The goals of the agents are defined as utility functions. For this report, three
functions are implemented: one to arrive at a destination, one to follow a route,
and one to keep distance to other agents. The mean value of the functions matches
the utility for an agent.
The first function, reaching the destination pi,d, is implemented as the ratio be-
tween the distance to the destination at the timestep t+ 1 and the distance to the





The symbol ‖·‖ denotes the euclidean norm. In Fig. 2.2, the utility function is
shown as a gradient from black (low utility value) to white (high utility value).
The utility function, which rewards following a route, is given by the euclidean
distance dr,i between the route and pt+1,i. As not all agents might want to stay in
the same proximity of its route, this behavior can be modified by the parameter
dr. This results in the following utility function
ur =
{
1, if dr,i ≤ dr
− 1dr · dr,i + 2, otherwise
,
which is shown in Fig. 2.3.










The parameter dp is used to adjust the distance, a player likes to keep to the other
players. The utility function is depicted in Fig. 2.4.
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Figure 2.2: ud for a player at (50, 50) on the route (0, 50) → (150, 50). The gradient
from black to white represent the utility of the player.










Figure 2.3: ur for a player at (50, 50) going on the route (0, 50) → (150, 50) and
dr = 20. The gradient from black to white represent the utility of the player.
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Figure 2.4: up for a player at (50, 50) and a stationary player at (100, 50) and dp = 25.
The gradient from black to white represent the utility of the player.
3 Nash Equilibrium
A game is denoted by Γ and defined as
Γ = (N,S, u),
with the set of player N ⊆ N, the strategy space S and the payoff or reward
function u ∈ Rn. Each player i involved in the game Γ is in the set N =
{1, . . . , n}. The number of players n ∈ N is defined as |N | = n. A player
can not only be a human being, but although an inanimate object or a group of
objects. In case of a group, the whole group has to act as one and pursue the same
goal.
The strategy space S contains all valid strategy combinations of the players. Each
player i ∈ N with m ∈ N possible strategies has its own strategy space Si. A
strategy for i is denoted by si ∈ Si. The set of possible strategy combinations is
then given by S = S1 × · · · × Sn. The strategy space for the players N \ {i}
is given by S−i and a specific strategy combination for these players is given by
s−i ∈ S−i. A strategy combination s ∈ S can then be written as s = (si, s−i).
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This denotes a combination of a specific strategy si of player i and a strategy
combination of all other players s−i.
In a game, each player decides to follow a feasible strategy. Many games consist
of several turns for each player. Therefore, the players have to choose a strategy
in each of their turns. If a player has to choose exactly one strategy, it is a pure
strategy. If probability is assigned to the strategies, it is called a mixed strategy.
The function, that assigns a specific payoff to all players in N for all of the
strategy combinations S is called a payoff function, given by u : S → Rn. The
payoff for an individual player i ∈ N is given by the utility function ui : S → R.
The whole payoff vector is denoted by u = (u1, . . . , ui, . . . , un)ᵀ.
A strategy s∗i ∈ Si for a player i is called dominant, if there is no other strategy
si ∈ Si \ {s∗i } with a higher payoff:
ui(s
∗
i , s−i) > ui(si, s−i) ∀s−i ∈ S−i,∀si ∈ Si \ {s∗i }
A weak dominance is given by
ui(s
∗
i , s−i) ≥ ui(si, s−i) ∀s−i ∈ S−i,∀si ∈ Si \ {s∗i }
and for at least one strategy s = (si, s−i)
ui(s
∗
i , s−i) > ui(si, s−i)
holds true.
As the players are supposed to behave rational, they will never choose a domi-
nated strategy. If a dominant strategy for a player i exists, the player will always
choose this strategy, because all the other solutions will yield a lower payoff. An
equilibrium in dominant strategies is given, if each player chooses its dominant
strategy s∗i .
An example for this solution concept is the prisoner’s dilemma as given in Fig.
3.1. In this standard example, two members of a criminal organization are ar-
rested. The prisoners cannot communicate with each other. The prosecutor has
not enough evidence to convict the criminals for all their crimes, but only for a
minor crime. Therefore, both prisoners will serve 2 years, if both of them re-
main silent (s11 and s21). The prosecutor offers both criminals a bargain: if they
testify, that the other has done the major crime, they will serve only 1 year in
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prison and the other will serve 10 years (either the combination s12 and s21, or
s11 and s22). If both testify, they will serve 8 years in prison (s12 and s22). In
this game, the strategy to testify is dominant: If one of the criminals chooses to
remain silent, the optimal strategy for the other player will be to testify. Thus,




Figure 3.1: Payoff matrix for the prisoner’s dilemma.
A flaw for this solution concept is, that there are not always dominant strategies
in a game. Therefore, Nash has developed another solution concept in [Nas50],
the Nash equilibrium. It is defined as a strategy s∗i ∈ Si, which a player will
choose as optimal strategy given that all other players will choose their optimal





−i) ≥ ui(si, s∗−i) ∀i ∈ N, ∀si ∈ Si
4 Example
The results for an example game are given in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2. The game
consists of two players with vmax = 50 and φmax = π4 . The first player fol-
lows the route (300, 35) → (0, 35) while the second player follows the route
(0, 25) → (300, 25). In Fig. 4.1, the parameter dp is varied. It can be seen, that
by increasing dp each player tries to keep a greater distance to each other.
In Fig. 4.2, only one timestep is shown. As the Nash equilibrium is ambiguous in
this timestep, both strategies in the figure are possible directions for the objects.
This problem can be solved, e.g., by preferring to pass another object on the right
hand side, or by introducing other mechanisms.
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Figure 4.1: Example game. The dashed black lines represent the routes of the players.
The stroked lines represent player one, the dashed lines player two. The parameter dp is
varied, in order to visualize its impact.











Figure 4.2: Ambiguous solutions for one timestep in the example game. For this timestep,
two possible solutions exists. Either both try to pass the other object on its right hand side
(dashed path) or on its left hand side (stroked path).
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Figure 4.3: The starting position is the same as in Fig. 4.1. Player 1 behaves according to
the Nash equilibrium, while player 2 behaves abnormal.













Figure 4.4: Comparison of the utility for player 2 in Fig. 4.3.
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takes are shown in the figure. The utility for each timestep for the second player
is shown in Fig. 4.4. One line depicts the expected utility if the player would
behave according to the Nash equilibrium. The other one shows the utility the
player received by following the irrational behavior. The gained utility is always
lower than the expected. The ratio between the actual achieved utility and the
expected utility can be used to identify anomalies in the behavior of the agents.
5 Conclusion
In this report, a possible way to model a surveillance system using a multi-agent
system is described. As one important task is the analysis of the behavior of
objects in a monitored area, the decision process for a specific strategy is done by
using the Nash equilibrium. It is shown, how this solution concept can be used
to model the rational behavior of objects. Furthermore, the application of this
behavior simulation for anomaly detection is shown.
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In Fig. 4.3, the first player behaves like the Nash equilibrium would suggest
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Abstract: Automated product inspection play an important role in today’s
manufacturing process, and therefore, the design of optimized and precise
measurement setups are a requirement for efficient product quality assur-
ance. Due to the high dimensionality of the design space, a manual choice
of the geometrical and optical parameters is associated with high costs, te-
dious experimental work, and often non-optimal results. Thus, automatic
planning methods which seek to optimize the setup degrees of freedom for
a particular measurement are of special importance in this field. For au-
tomatic evaluation of an inspection, there exist typical evaluation metrics
including but not limited to, the measurement uncertainty and the scan reso-
lution. However, it is often not trivial how to combine different optimization
criteria to optimize the setup based on the requirements. For example, it is
not obvious how to compare an the result of an inspection with a high lat-
eral resolution and a high uncertainty against another inspection, with a low
lateral resolution but precise measurements. We propose to fuse the metrics
through a probabilistic surface inference to quantify the amount of informa-
tion gained by a specific setup configuration. To this end, we model the sur-
face by a Gaussian random process and introduce a local surface inference
method based on the local surface orientation. The measurement points de-
livered by a laser triangulation setup are simulated using real-time graphical
simulations, and the uncertainty of single point measurements are estimated.
This data is further used as input to the local inference method. The infer-




In today’s manufacturing processes, machine vision provides industries with in-
novative solutions towards the automation of the production quality assurance
[MPZ+03]. Typical inspection techniques include laser triangulation, fringe pro-
jection, and deflectometry, as well as confocal microscopy and interferometry for
high precision measurements [BLF15]. Different solutions are primarily chosen
based on the inspection demands and the target surface properties. Based on the
chosen technique, there are further degrees of freedom in the inspection setup,
including among others, the position and orientation of the camera(s) and the
illumination source(s), as well as the optical configuration of the participating
devices [MBI+16b], which need to be set by the expert.
As the design space is high dimensional, a manual setup design necessitates a
tedious trial and error process and a lot of engineering experience, which is of-
ten associated with high costs and can easily end up in a compromise between
contrary requirements, or resort to a rule of thumb setup design. Moreover, to
quantitatively evaluate the inspection, one needs to experimentally evaluate the
inspection performance based on the specific target product and the available sen-
sors, similar to the work by Feng et al. [FLX01c]. One of our intentions in this
report is to derive a suitable comprehensive cost function based on the inspection
requirements, to automatically design optimized machine vision prototypes for
inspecting different products without the need to realize the setup. This prevents
unnecessary costs and the tedious experimental work.
To automate the setup design process and to plan an optimized inspection, sev-
eral sensor planning methods have been introduced in the literature [TTA+95],
[Sco09], [GO16]. In these works, different evaluation metrics are considered and
taken as optimization cost functions into account. The optimum surface coverage
[TG95] is one of the main goals pursued in almost all planning methods. Other
constraints such as depth of field, field of view, and resolution are also of inter-
est [TTA+95]. More recent works also take the uncertainty of measurement into
account [Sco09, GO16, MBI+16a].
For incorporating the metrics into an optimization framework, a few approaches
have been proposed. One approach is to evaluate the metrics as constraints and
try to fulfill them simultaneously [TTA+95]. Another approach is based on the
computation of the measurability matrix, introduced by Tarbox [TG95]. This
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method is primarily based on a matrix data structure whose rows span the dis-
cretized surface points and columns span the discretized sensor view-points,
and each matrix element indicates boolean fulfillment of the inspection con-
straints [Sco09] or a weighted sum of different inspection metrics [GO16]. A
third approach is to consider different metrics as separate criteria optimized in a
multi-objective optimization framework [DO05].
The evaluation criteria can be contradictory. This turns a multi-objective opti-
mization more into choosing a trade-off between the goals. For example, in-
creasing the distance leads to a broader sensor coverage but also increases the
measurement uncertainty. Finding a suitable weighting between the goals is also
not trivial and can easily lead to one metric dominating the other. For instance,
it is difficult to compare an inspection with a high resolution but a high measure-
ment uncertainty with another inspection with a lower resolution but also a lower
uncertainty of measurement. For a dense sampling of the design space which
is often high dimensional, the memory allocation demand for the measurability
matrix is also prohibitive.
Our solution for a suitable metric fusion is to formulate the amount of information
we obtain by each measurement, using a Bayesian inference framework. In this
method, the measurement resolution and the corresponding uncertainties of the
point measurements are fused together by the surface inference method. To this
end, we model the target surface as a random process and adapt the problem to a
Gaussian Process (GP) inference [RW06]. The measurement points delivered by
each sensor view-point are simulated using real-time graphical simulations, aug-
mented with an estimate of their corresponding measurement uncertainty, and
further used in a GP learning framework to update the random process. The stan-
dard deviation of the updated random process (a posteriori process) actually in-
dicates the amount of information that a specific sensor configuration delivers to
us, and can be evaluated at each arbitrary point on the surface. The probabilistic
surface inference method can be applied to all point-based inspection techniques
such as the general group of structured-light scanning methods [BLF15].
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2 Surface Inference
Most visual inspection techniques scan the target object through sampling the
surface in a number of 3D points. Among different criteria discussed in the pre-
vious section, the quality of the scanned point cloud can be mainly characterized
by the scan resolution and the respective uncertainty of each measured point
[MBI+16b]. Figure 2.1 shows a 2D illustration of inspecting a surface with a
number of point measurements, where each ellipse represents the uncertainty of
each sampled point. Before we begin with formulating the surface inference, we
briefly introduce these two properties.
Scan resolution indicates the local density of the points on the surface, or the
lateral resolution of the measurement. Based on the object geometry and the
relative distance of the surface points to the camera, the surface is in general
inhomogeneously sampled. There can be parts unreachable by the illumination or
occluded to the camera, which cause a local point density of zero. Therefore, the
scan resolution property is an extended visibility metric, which not only encodes
the measurablility of a surface part, but also its lateral resolution.
x∗
u(x∗)
Figure 2.1: 2D illustration of surface inspection with noisy measurements. Red ellipses
denote measurement uncertainties. x∗ is an arbitrary point on the surface to be inferred,
and u(x∗) indicates the inference uncertainty.
Measurement uncertainty is defined as the standard deviation of the measure-
ment from the nominal value, which is an indication of the measurement relia-
bility [gum08]. The ellipses in Figure 2.1 correspond to the uncertainty of each
measurement point. In the case of 3D measurements, each point is subject to a 3D
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uncertainty. In our previous work [MBI+16a], we have formulated a framework
for probabilistic modeling and analytic propagation of the sources of uncertainty
pertinent to a laser scanner. The sources of uncertainty include the uncertainty of
the feature detection on the image, the setup geometrical positioning uncertain-
ties, and the optical calibration uncertainties. We have approximated the result-
ing 3D uncertainty in each point measurement as a Gaussian distribution which
corresponds to an ellipsoid (i.e. 3× 3 covariance matrix).
The objective of surface inference is to merge these metrics and determine a
probability distribution for the position of an arbitrary point x∗ on the surface
(see Figure 2.1), given the measurement data. In order to consider the contribu-
tion of the measured points to our degree of belief at the point x∗, we apply a
Bayesian framework. In such a framework, we always have a prior knowledge
about the subject under study in the form of an a priori distribution [BS94]. In
this case, the a priori distribution can be given based on the typical variations in
the manufactured products. As new observations are made, our prior belief will
be updated, and an a posteriori distribution is calculated based on the Bayes’ law.
The a posteriori standard deviation u(x∗) indicates our remaining uncertainty at
the point x∗ after the surface has been measured. This way we can evaluate an
inspection in terms of the amount of the new information it delivers to us about
the surface compared to our prior knowledge. In this paper, we refer to u(x∗)
as the inference uncertainty, which is in concrete words defined as the standard
deviation of our prediction of the surface height h(x∗) at point x∗.
Different constellations of the inspection setup deliver different sets of sampled
points with different measurement uncertainties [MBI+16a], which in turn result
in different a posteriori distributions for the product surface. Based on the desired
inspection requirements, one can evaluate the resulting a posteriori distributions
along the surface and use it as an optimization criteria for the setup design.
Modeling each surface point as a random variable indicates that the whole surface
is modeled by a stochastic process. A stochastic process is a collection of random
variables {h(x)|x ∈ D} indexed by a set D [GWB97]. For a surface in 3D, D
is a subset of the R2 space and h(x) is a random variable corresponding to the
height of the continuous 2D input x.
In a 3D inspection, we measure the surface in a number of points {x̃i, h̃i} with
x̃i ∈ R2 and h̃i = h̃(x̃i) ∈ R. Each point measurement is associated with a
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measurement uncertainty (covariance matrix) Σi, depicted as a red ellipse in Fig-
ure 2.1. We further define the pair {X̃, h̃} as a compact notation for referring to
all measurement points. In machine learning terms, the measured data {X̃, h̃} is
referred to as the training data. Inferring an arbitrary point x∗ denotes computing
the probability distribution p(h∗|X̃, h̃) [RW06].
We distinguish between two different uncertainties in Figure 2.1. The red el-
lipses correspond to the measurement uncertainty due to the limited precision of
the sensor. However, u(x∗) corresponds to the standard deviation of our predic-
tion (our degree of belief) for the height of the point x∗. The calculation of the
a posteriori distribution of the surface using Gaussian Process is the main topic
of the next section.
2.1 Surface Inference by Gaussian Process
A Gaussian Process (GP) [RW06] is a special variant of a stochastic process,
and is widely used in many problems dealing with non-parametric function
learning. In a Gaussian process, the joint distribution between each subset of
{h(x1), ..., h(xk)} is a multivariate Gaussian distribution [RW06]. This property
gives the GP the nice feature to have a closed form solution for the desired con-
ditional probability p(h∗|X̃, h̃), using the standard Gaussian conditioning. This
is one of the main reasons for the GP popularity in regression and classification
problems.
A GP can be fully specified by its mean µ(x) and covariance function c(x,x′):
µ(x) = E[h(x)],
c(x,x′) = E[(h(x)− µ(x))(h(x′)− µ(x′))],
where E denotes the expectation operator. For a GP inference, the mean and the
covariance function should be already given or assumed.
The covariance function and its free parameters are central in determining the GP.
The type of the covariance function is usually chosen based on our understanding
of the properties of the underlying function, such as its differentiability. The free
parameters of the covariance function, (often referred to as the hyper-parameters
[RW06]), control further properties such as the level of smoothness and the scale
of the function. It is common to consider many processes as isotropic stationary
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processes and define the covariance function as a function of the Euclidean dis-
tance c(r) = c(|x−x′|), or non-Euclidean distances. A comprehensive study of
covariance functions is given by Rasmussen and Williams [RW06].
The desired a posteriori distribution p(h∗|X̃, h̃) is another Gaussian distribu-
tion, derived by conditioning on the training data. The mean and the variance
of the a posteriori distribution at the point x∗ can be derived as given in Eq.
(2.1) and (2.2) [RW06]. These equations are derived using the standard Gaussian
conditioning.





2 = k∗∗ − k∗[K + σ2hI]−1kT∗ (2.2)
In the above equations, K ∈ RN×N is a square matrix containing the pair-
wise covariance between N training data, k∗ ∈ RN×1 is a vector containing
the covariance of the inference point x∗ with the training data, I is the N × N
identity matrix, and k∗∗ is a single scalar given by c(x∗,x∗), which is actually
the variance of the prior distribution p(h∗). The training points X̃ in these equa-
tions are considered noise-free, and their corresponding function values h̃ are
subject to an independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) noise with variance σ2h.
The assumption of noise in Gaussian process is somehow different from that of
our surface measurement, and for this reason we use the Noisy Input Gaussian
Process (NIGP) method [And14] to integrate the 3D uncertainties in the GP.
In the application of surface inspection, the CAD product model can be directly
used as the mean function µ(x). The a priori distribution for an inference point
can be chosen based on the expert knowledge about the production variations
(e.g. 10 mm standard deviation compared to the CAD model). Figure 2.2 shows
the CAD model of a cylinder head.
The choice of the covariance function is however more complicated. It is im-
portant to note that the real surface to inspect is not the ideal CAD model of the
product, but rather a complicated surface with different levels of detail. Figure
2.3 shows an illustration of a manufactured surface. This surface is ideally a
plane; however, the manufactured surface can contain deviations from an ideal
plane in several scales. The inspection resolution is actually the criteria to distin-
guish between the surface defects, which the inspection is supposed to identify,
and the unavoidable surface roughness, which is not supposed to be detected as
an error. It is therefore important to choose the covariance function which suits
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Figure 2.2: The CAD model of a cylinder head.
reconstructing the surface upto the desired level of detail that we intend to inspect
the surface with. This is usually achieved by suitably setting the parameters of
the covariance function. The squared-exponential (SE) or the Gaussian func-
tion given in Eq. (2.3) is a very common choice for the covariance function in
many applications. Many real rough surfaces are also shown to have a Gaussian
auto-correlation function [BS87].





Most covariance functions are parameterized with at least two parameters. One
parameter is a scale factor (in this case σ2f ) indicating the maximum value of the
function, or c(0). This value should be set to the prior variance of the surface,
or the variance of the a priori distribution, since we have c(0) = c(x∗,x∗) =
Figure 2.3: Surface defects at several levels of detail, in comparison to the ideal flat
model.
var(x∗). Another parameter is the correlation length-scale (in this case the pa-
rameter l), which indicates the decaying behavior of the covariance function.
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This length-scale parameter mainly determines the level of detail reconstructed
from the surface. Large length-scale values lead to a surface reconstructed with
lower frequencies, whereas smaller values tend to reconstruct more details from
the surface.
2.2 Local Inference
In this section we propose a local inference method for the inference of indus-
trial product surfaces. As seen in equations (2.1) and (2.2), the calculation of
the a posteriori mean and variance depends on the calculation of the inverse of
an N × N matrix K + σ2hI , with N being the number of the training points,
i.e. measurement points, which is often a large value. Moreover, the inference
variance σ2∗ is always calculated along a particular axis, which is actually the
axis along which the surface height h is defined. However, industrial products
have surface complexities which make it almost impossible to define a function
h(x) which can define the whole surface; however, industrial surfaces can be lo-
cally well parameterized. As the last motivation for the local inference method,
we are particularly interested to derive the surface inference uncertainty locally
along the normal direction of the surface to better encode the deviations from
the surface, and thus, we are interested in local transformations which rotates the
surface along the local normal direction.
We justify the idea of a local inference by referring to the fact that all covariance
functions decay monotonically with distance, except for some special cases like
periodic functions which are not of interest for us. Therefore, for the inference
of a point x∗, only the measurement points inside a neighborhood radius r from
the point can effectively contribute. The value of r can be directly derived from
the covariance function, based on a low threshold, which directly depends on
the correlation length-scale discussed previously. This brings us to the idea of a
local inference, in which for each inference point of interest, we search for the
measurement points inside the neighborhood and derive the inference based on
the retrieved points, instead of considering all the points which actually do not
contribute much. The local inference significantly improves the runtime perfor-
mance, as only a limited set of effective points are considered for each inference.
In addition, we are also able to apply the desired local transformations on the
retrieved points.
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For applying the local transformation, we transform the set of points selected
in a neighborhood to a new local coordinate frame by a rotation R, so that the
transformed heights of the point h′ align with the direction of the local surface
normal vector. A 2D illustration of this transformation is depicted in Figure 2.4.
The 3D ellipsoids Σi corresponding to the measurement uncertainty of each point
will be also represented in the new coordinate frame by RΣiRT. Consequently,
by applying the GP inference in the new coordinates, the inference uncertainty
u(x∗) will be calculated along the h′ direction which is parallel to the normal
direction. This is desirable since the uncertainty will be always calculated along
the local normal direction, indicating the deviations from the nominal model,
independent of the complex changes of orientation along the whole surface. The
neighborhood sphere in Figure 2.4 moves along the surface and at each point a
local transformation and thus a local inference is applied. For the integration of
the 3D measurement uncertainties in the GP, we use the Noisy Input Gaussian







Figure 2.4: 2D illustration of the local inference. The local points are transformed towards
the surface normal direction. h′ will be parallel to the normal n and the x′ axis will be
parallel to the local linear approximation of the surface.
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Figure 3.1: Intake manifold of a cylinder head segmented for surface inference.
3 Inference of a Cylinder Head Surface
In this section we apply the proposed probabilistic surface inference method to
evaluate the inspection of a cylinder head using the laser triangulation method.
The cylinder head is a geometrically complex product requiring a precise ver-
ification, and thus, it is considered as a challenging example for the planning
problem. The cylinder head surface is in general not a differentiable surface;
moreover, different parts of the model can be manufactured independently which
indicates that the defects at some surface parts are not correlated to each other.
Therefore, we have manually segmented the model into partially differentiable
regions using the Blender software [Ble16], and apply the surface inference sep-
arately for each region. Figure 3.1 displays the segmented intake manifold of the
cylinder head. Each color represents a separate segment whose inference is done
separately.
Before we apply the inference, we simulate the image acquisition from each de-
sired viewpoint and obtain the corresponding measured point cloud of the target.
To simulate the image acquisition process, we use the Rasterization Simulation
Library (RSL), which was also introduced in our previous report [BP15]. The
graphical simulations are GPU-accelerated and can be performed very quickly
even on commodity hardware. The simulation input includes the geometrical
setup constellation, the laser properties such as wavelength, focal distance, diver-
gence, and opening angle, the camera resolution, and above all the CAD model of
the workpiece and frequency of image acquisition during the object movement.
By the graphical simulations, we are able to obtain a 3D point cloud correspond-
ing to each complete scan of the object, as well as single frame rendered images.
Figure 3.2(a) displays the parameterization of the setup geometrical degrees of
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freedom in the RSL. Figure 3.2(b) is captured from the RSL environment and
corresponds to the simulation of the cylinder head inspection for a particular
constellation. More information regarding the physically-based simulation of a
laser line and the RSL is given in our previous works [BMI+16] [MBI+16b].
We further augment the simulated points with their respective 3D measurement
uncertainties, based on our previous work [MBI+16a]. In this work, the sources
of uncertainty in a laser triangulation measurement are modeled and propagated
to the output. We have considered a 0.2 px standard deviation for the laser de-
tection on the image and a 0.5 mm standard deviation for the positioning of the
whole setup (neglecting rotational and optical calibration uncertainties). This
will be the input to the local inference method described in section 2.2.
We have applied the proposed inference method on the intake manifold of the
cylinder head. Figure 3.3 shows the resulting uncertainty of the inference (stan-
dard deviation of the GP), for the inspection of the cylinder head corresponding
to the constellation in Figure 3.2(b). We sample the model using the Poisson







Figure 3.2: (a) Parameterization of the laser scanner setup geometry in RSL. The angle φ
is defined w.r.t. the scan direction ~d. (b) RSL interactive environment for the simulation
of the constellation with parameters { θ = 84◦, φ = 80◦, τ = 5◦, dc = 0.4m}.
the surface, and the local inference method is then applied to each sampled point.
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Figure 3.3: Inference uncertainty for the inspection of the cylinder head intake manifold.
For the GP inference, the SE covariance function is used and an a priori standard
deviation (σf ) of 10 mm, and a correlation length-scale of l = 0.6 mm is con-
sidered for the surface. The scan simulation contains 700 frames in which the
cylinder is moved by 1mm per frame. The simulated camera captures 512×512
px images with a vertical field of view of 45◦.
In Figure 3.3, the red regions with an inference uncertainty of 10mm correspond
to regions which have not been measured by the inspection, due to being out
of the field of view or not reached by the laser. Therefore, the prior standard
deviation is not updated at those parts. Based on the lateral resolution and the
uncertainty of the measurement at other regions, the surface uncertainty has been
reduced.
The inference uncertainty along the surface can be considered as a suitable cost
function for the optimization of the setup design, as this metric already takes
the lateral resolution and the measurement uncertainty into account and indicates
the degree of the informativeness of the inspection, in comparison to our prior
knowledge about the surface. For the optimization, one can consider the sum of
the uncertainties along the surface, or the maximum uncertainty, or other suitable
statistics, and optimize the surface inspection parameters (both geometrical and
optical) in an optimization framework.
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4 Conclusion and Future Work
The probabilistic inference method discussed in this report fuses the measure-
ment uncertainty and the resolution into a metric that indicates the adequacy
of the inspection, by formulating the information a measurement delivers to us
compared to our prior information about the surface. This means that the surface
inference method actually derives the amount of new information that the mea-
surement has delivered. This metric can be particularly useful to be used in an op-
timization framework to determine the setup degrees of freedom, by minimizing
the a posteriori variance along the surface.
Our approach for the future work will be primarily to incorporate the proposed
inference method in an optimization framework. In addition, we also attempt to
extend our model of the measurement uncertainty. The estimated measurement
uncertainties are based on modeling the sources of stochastic noise in the mea-
surement; while other sources of error such as multiple reflections of the laser
on the surface are not considered. In the future, we will also attempt to approxi-
mate these sources of error in the simulations and take them into account for the
optimization.
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Abstract: With the advent of 21st Century, we stepped into the fourth in-
dustrial revolution of cyber physical systems. The industrial components
are modular and capable of taking decentralized decisions in real time. The
processes can be virtualized and automated through inter-operable service
oriented components connected in a network. Therefore, there is need of
secured network systems and intrusion detection systems in order to detect
network attacks. Use of machine learning for anomaly detection in indus-
trial networks faces challenges which restricts its large-scale commercial de-
ployment. A roadmap is proposed to overcome the challenges. Real world
network traffic for an industrial production is generated by IT Security Lab-
oratory at Fraunhofer IOSB. The various attack vectors can be implemented
under these circumstances and an adaptive hybrid analysis would reduce
the errors of an intrusion detection system. Alarm correlation could be
performed for semantic descriptions of detected results to network operator.
1 Introduction
The 21st Century is witnessing the fourth industrial revolution since the first rev-
olution in the 18th century of manufacturing mechanization powered by water
and steam. Invention of electricity led to the second revolution of mass pro-
duction with introduction of assembly lines in the final third of the 19th Cen-
tury. The third industrial revolution was driven by developments in the field
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Figure 1.1: RAMI 4.0 vertical layers be mapped to IIRA viewpoints
Industry and academic institutions are working together to strengthen the re-
search and development of technologies of the fourth industrial revolution. The
Reference Architectural Model for Industrie 4.0 (RAMI 4.0) is the implementa-
tion strategy from Platform Industrie 4.0 drawn upon existing standards such as
of electronics and information technology in mid 20th Century where the com-
plex tasks within manufacturing industry are automated leading to increased pro-
duction rates. Recent innovative technological developments of information and
communication technology (ICT), sensor technology, network communications,
virtualization of manufacturing processes and data analysis with Big Data ana-
lytics and cloud computing enables mass customization in industrial production.
Efficiency is highly increased with real time vertical integration of manufactur-
ing systems with business processes within factories and horizontal integration
of value chains.
The goal of combining production methods with state-of-the-art ICT to cre-
ate value chains to serve specific needs of consumers faces certain challenges.
These challenges range from standardization of communication within factories
to legally securing the sensitive information pertaining to various actors involved.
To overcome the challenges and guide the digitization of industry to its suc-
cess, national/international initiatives such as Platform Industrie 4.0, Alliance
Industrie du Futur, Industrial Internet Consortium by Germany, France, USA,
respectively, have been started.
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IEC 62890, IEC 62264, IEC 61512. It is a three-dimensional model (Fig. 1.1)
grouping vertical networking between production components, end-to-end engi-
neering across the value stream and horizontal dynamic creation of value added
networks beyond individual factory locations. The vertical axis, Layers, consists
of layers to represent various perspectives similar to IT thinking of splitting up
complex projects into manageable clusters. The left-hand horizontal axis, Life
Cycle & Value Stream, represents life cycle of systems or products with the value
streams it contains, as ”Type” and ”Instance”. The right-hand horizontal axis, Hi-
erarchy Levels, represents the functional hierarchy within factories/plants, which
is different from hierarchical levels of classical automation pyramid. The In-
dustrial Internet Reference Architecture (IIRA) model developed by Industrial
Internet Consortium is based on ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2011 standard. It aims to
describe system properties from viewpoints of system users, operators, owners,
developers, and the technicians maintaining and servicing the systems. These
viewpoints correspond to business, usage, functional and implementation. Each
viewpoint can be compared to respective layers on the vertical axis of RAMI 4.0
[4.016a].
The key aspect in the implementation of Industrie 4.0 is seamless transfer
and real-time availability of information across the entire value stream through
the application-oriented networking of all instances. According to [4.016b],
network-based communication is the integral part for transformation of the clas-
sical industrial production pyramid into an integrated network of distributed
systems. It comprises all the technologies,networks and protocols needed for
communication among multiple Industrie 4.0 components. It would allow ap-
plications to negotiate end-to-end communication via Industrie 4.0-compliant
interfaces for self-configuration of production systems.
Security, availability and quality of service (QoS) are the basic requirements
of network-based communication. Securing network and data, identities of
users/operators and ensuring functional security of systems comprises security
requirement. The availability of processes and data in real-time and its desired
utilization is the most crucial requirement in Industrie 4.0. Quality of service
encompasses latency requirement with reliability of data transfer at the required
data rate.
A variety of wired and wireless network communication standards have been
developed or are in development. GSM, 3G or LTE networks are instances of
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mobile networks used to interconnect widely distributed or mobile assets. For
networking of stationary endpoints, such as several distributed business loca-
tions, the state-of-the-art technology is secured connection through virtual private
networks (VPN) with fibre-optic cabling. Industrial communication systems are
based on decades old fieldbus protocols such as PROFIBUS and recently devel-
oped Ethernet-based protocols such as PROFINET. These wired protocols are
used in production cells of manufacturing industries with high reliability and
latency requirements. Wireless protocols such as WirelessHART also exist, how-
ever,they fail to meet latency and reliability requirements. Distributed Data Ser-
vice (DDS) and OPC Unified Architecture (OPC UA) are industrial Machine-
to-Machine (M2M) communication protocols enabling interoperability between
devices, machines and systems. DDS aims for fast data exchange with determin-
istic communication within the systems. OPC UA focuses on interoperability
while offering security and configurable access control to interfaces and data.
Modern production lines are highly networked. Their controllers and embedded
systems communicate with each other independently, cloud-based planning sys-
tems calculate tasks and machine utilization, plant operators monitor and control
the system remotely, maintenance staff can access and change the plant’s con-
figuration from anywhere on the planet. Today’s protection measures for pro-
duction plants must reach far beyond the factory site. Attackers can infiltrate
and manipulate systems; malware can put subsystems out of action, potentially
causing significant material damage, not to mention health risks and injuries.
Cyber attacks on production plants were an issue long before Stuxnet, Duqu and
Havex. With projects such as Industrie 4.0, the connectivity of production net-
works within companies and even with external partners will increase over the
coming years. To protect against damage and production stoppages, suitable
measures to prevent security incidents are urgently needed. One aspect of secu-
rity is the monitoring of network traffic to detect anomalies that might be caused
by cyber attacks on the production lines. In this paper we present a roadmap for
the use of machine learning for anomaly detection in industrial networks. We
propose solutions for the need of real world network traffic, an adaptive hybrid
analysis to reduce error rates in diverse network traffic and alarm correlation for
semantic description of detection results to the network operator.
The report is structured as follows. Section 2 motivates the need of cybersecurity
in industrial networks to tackle threats to critical infrastructures and discusses
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available solutions in the form of Intrusion Detection Systems. Section 3 out-
lines the challenges of using machine learning techniques to detect anomalies
in industrial networks and its large-scale commercial deployment. In section 4,
we present the roadmap to find plausible solutions to all the challenges with an
application suite and conclude the report.
2 Cybersecurity in Industrial Networks
Lack of trust in network-based communication between companies leads to se-
curity concerns, hence a major hindrance in the successful exchange and pro-
cessing of information. Critical infrastructures at national level need to be se-
cured against threats to industrial networks. The security objectives for se-
cured network-based communications can be summarized, in order of priority,
as availability, integrity, confidentiality, authentication, authorization, auditabil-
ity, nonrepudiability and protection from third parties [DNVHC05]. Exploita-
tion of network vulnerabilities resulting from violations of one or more secu-
rity objectives can be termed as an attack. Attacks can be classified as inter-
nal threats originating within the company and external attacks where adver-
sary is exploiting from outside the company network. Common types of attacks
are Distributed Denial-of-Service(DDoS), eavesdropping, Man-in-the-Middle,
virus/trojan/worm and breaking into a system. DDoS aims to violate availability
of the system and eavesdropping violates confidentiality of the communication.
In the Man-in-the-Middle attack, the attacker eavesdrops the communication
channel and modify exchanged messages violating confidentiality and integrity
objectives. Virus/trojan/worm bypasses authentication and authorization to inject
and execute attacker’s malicious code. Violations of authentication and autho-
rization results in the attacker breaking into a system overcoming confidentiality
and integrity objectives. The adversaries have become more skilled and knowl-
edgeable, repeatedly attacking the systems and posing as a Advanced Persis-
tent Threat (APT). Stuxnet, Shamoon/W32.DistTrack, Flame/Flamer/Skywiper
are some examples of sophisticated APTs [KL14] making the network security
crucial than ever before.
Security vulnerabilities in industrial networks have been detected, analyzed and
their solutions have been formulated into a network security design principle
of ’defense in depth’ [SFS11]. Security is implemented at all the layers of
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communication network, with each layer isolating subsequent layers from ex-
ternal threats. The outermost layer of ’defense in depth’ prevents unauthorized
access to network from external sources. To restrict industrial network access
only to engineers, control operators and business network, Firewalls are used,
and remote access is secured using Virtual Private Networks (VPNs). To further
tighten the security between business and industrial networks, a DeMilitarised
Zone (DMZ) firewall configuration is utilized where two firewalls are placed in
series between the networks. Equipment shared between business and indus-
trial networks is placed within DMZ for access avoiding direct communication
attempts between the networks. Unauthorized operation of network equipment
through physical access could also damage the network functionality. Preventive
measures such as password-protection on every device, blocking of unused ports
on switches and routers, periodic updates of installed software and operating sys-
tem on devices need to be taken. These authorization measures are collectively
referred as ’hardening the equipment’. Communication channels of the network
need to be secured to maintain data confidentiality, integrity and authentication.
However, application of cryptographic algorithms to communication channels, as
done in commercial networks, is currently a topic of research. As security threats
evolve with technological developments in security algorithms, the older indus-
trial equipment lacks the capacity to be up-to-date within real-time requirements.
Formulation of an effective security policy requires analysis of network security
policies, network equipment, existing networks and network protocols to detect
and mitigate vulnerabilities. Intrusion Detection System aims to address all these
requirements through detection of known attack patterns and/or unusual behavior
of system or network.
Intrusion Detection System (IDS) technologies can be classified based on types
of events being monitored and point of deployment as Host-based (HIDS),
Network-based (NIDS) and based on Network Behavior Analysis (NBA)
[SM07]. HIDS monitors characteristics of a single host and events occurring
within the host. NIDS analyzes (wireless) network segments/devices for network
and application protocol activity, while NBA examines network traffic to iden-
tify unusual traffic flows and policy violations. IDS technologies use different
methodologies for detecting intrusions/incidents, which are primarily classified
as signature-based, anomaly-based, and stateful protocol analysis. Signature-
based detection compares known threat signatures against observed events to
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identify incidents. However, it is ineffective at detecting unknown and multi-
event attacks. Anomaly-based detection compares normal activity profile against
observed events to identify significant deviations. It is very effective at detecting
previously unknown attacks, however unable to capture the complex and dynamic
real world activity profile leading to high false positives rates. Stateful protocol
analysis compares current protocol activity against predefined protocol profile
activity to identify deviations. It lacks robustness as every protocol specifica-
tion is vendor specific and analysis becomes obsolete with minute changes to the
specification.
Anomaly-based intrusion detection systems for industrial networks have been
widely studied with regards to unpredictable nature of network traffic. The
approach consists of two phases: a training phase to define normal network
traffic profile, and a testing phase where the learned profile is used to classify
new data. There are huge number of techniques proposed for anomaly detec-
tion which can be grouped as statistical, knowledge-based and machine learning
based [SM07, BG15, CBK09, PP07]. Univariate models, multivariate models
and time-series analysis are generally used for statistical detection of anoma-
lies. For knowledge-based anomaly detection, finite state machines, description
languages and expert systems have been proposed and evaluated. Machine learn-
ing based techniques also encompasses data mining techniques which are sum-
marized as fuzzy logic, bayesian networks, clustering, markov models, genetic
algorithms, neural networks and support vector machines.
3 Anomaly Detection in Industrial Networks
Network monitoring is employed at strategic points within the network for in-
trusion detection. Wired and wireless communications between network devices
are analyzed by intrusion detection system to find anomalies in the network traf-
fic. Anomaly Detection in Industrial Networks (ADIN) analyzes packet data of
network traffic and network flow characteristics for detection of abnormalities
[BG15]. Each network data packet is a standard Ethernet frame of maximum
1518 bytes length with 8 bytes reserved for preamble, 12 bytes for destination
and source MAC addresses, 2 bytes for frame type description, 46 - 1500 bytes
for payload and last 4 bytes for cyclic redundancy check. The features of data
varies with the communication protocol being used. Network flow characteristics
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are statistical features derived from raw network traffic packets based on certain
parameters such as number of packets, window size, etc.
Anomaly detection in industrial networks using machine learning has been an
active area of research for long time with some promising outcomes. However, it
hasn’t witnessed the large-scale commercial deployment compared to other do-
mains of machine learning applications such as recommendation systems, natural
language translation, spam detection. It stems from the fact that the domain of
network intrusion detection system is complex and sensitive to high rate of false
positives. [SP10] points out the challenges of applying machine learning to de-
tect anomalies on network traffic, reiterated here as outlier detection, high cost of
errors, semantic gap, and diversity of network traffic.
A. Outlier Detection: Since Dorothy Denning’s proposal of anomaly detection
for intrusion detection systems in 1986 [Den87], different machine learning mod-
els have been proposed and evaluated on published data sets such as DARPA
1999 [LHF+00], KDD 1999 [Cup99]. However, [TBLG09] reported shortcom-
ings of these data sets leading to inaccuracies of learned models. The quality of
’outlier’ or abnormal activity detection in network traffic highly depends on the
class separation of training data set for the learning model. Access to real world
traffic data with ”normal” activity and different attacks is restricted because of
proprietary issues within industry. Data security and its protection is a major
concern for any industry, which leads to ineffectiveness of learning models when
deployed in real world.
B. High Cost of Errors: Errors in intrusion detection have expensive operational
costs for any production system. A false positive would utilize an analyst’s ex-
pensive time for in-depth inspection of reported system’s activity only to find it
benign. It could also lead to partial/complete shutdown of the production sys-
tem bearing huge financial losses. A false negative would underplay a security
breach making system vulnerable to serious damage, externally or intrinsically.
As stated in [SP10], even a single compromised system can seriously undermine
the integrity of the IT infrastructure.
C. Diversity of Network Traffic: Network traffic varies highly when observed
over short interval period. The frequent variability in the network activity
amounts to instability in establishing ”normal” activity profile for a baseline.
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The extracted features for detection turns out be ineffective under these circum-
stances. The traffic diversity is exhibited by both packet-level and application-
level features. Aggregation over longer time period has been suggested to reduce
the diversity of traffic.
D. Semantic Gap: Interpretation of reported results by intrusion detection sys-
tems to the network operators is usually inconclusive. Usually the deviation from
normal profile activity is reported without explaining what it means (semantics)
for system’s status. It doesn’t differentiate between ”abnormal activity” and ”at-
tacks” contributing to longer duration of system diagnosis especially in case of a
false positive. The basic challenge in reducing the semantic gap between network
operator and the reported result is finding the correlation between learning model
features and semantics of the network.
4 Roadmap
In order to overcome the challenges mentioned in previous section, we propose
”Anomaly Detection in Industrial Networks Suite (ADIN Suite)” consisting of
components for real world network traffic generation, adaptive hybrid analysis,
and alarm correlation with knowledge-based explanation to network operators.
Each component and challenges it addresses is briefly explained in following
subsections.
4.1 Network Traffic Generation
IT Security Laboratory for industrial control systems at Fraunhofer IOSB, Karl-
sruhe [PKMH16] allows development and testing of industrial components for
security research and training of IT security professionals. It has real network
hardware components and highly flexible virtual environment for setting up real
world production facilities. It also offers flexibility for testing the future net-
working technologies and protocols. As demonstrated by the attack case study in
the paper, real world network attack on production processes can be performed
in real time and detection facility is provided within the virtual infrastructure.
Passive monitoring is performed within the laboratory setup to avoid unexpected
behavior of the system, and collect normal activity of network traffic. Hence, it
addresses the challenge of data collection with class separations, Sec.3.A. The
classification of attack vectors for network intrusion and their implementation
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is underway. The data generated from IT Security Laboratory will be used for
anomaly detection of multiple attacks in real time by hybrid analysis component
of ADIN Suite.
4.2 Adaptive Hybrid Analysis
An adaptive hybrid network intrusion detection system would resolve the insta-
bility of learning models in response to variable network traffic behavior, Sec.3.B
and Sec.3.C. The need to retrain the learning model every time the semantics
of network environment changes would be diminished. Every attack type men-
tioned in Sec. 2 can be observed in the various network traffic characteristics such
as throughput, average duration of flow between endpoints, networking protocol,
etc. [Aho11]. Each network traffic characteristic can be uniquely analyzed on the
extracted features. The temporal feature of network can be analyzed to determine
the latency in the deterministic communication between production components.
Network characteristic analysis captures the sequential aspect of the data and re-
play attacks explicitly. The payload of packet data in industrial communication
varies with respect to industrial communication protocol being used. However,
payload needs to be dissected to locate the process data it contains. Process
data analysis or packet inspection detects the Man-in-the-Middle attack explic-
itly. Eavesdropping and breaking into a system can be detected by the violations
of security policies while connecting to the network.
4.3 Alarm Correlation
The result of hybrid analysis components can be correlated to determine the
severity of incidents being reported. These alarm correlations can be learned over
time or set by an expert into semantically appropriate knowledge representation.
The network operator can perform better diagnosis with additional information
to reported deviations, hence reducing the system downtime in the case of false
positives.
5 Conclusion
The paper outlines the roadmap, Figure 4.1, in finding the solutions to challenges
of large scale implementation of anomaly detection in industrial networks using
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Figure 4.1: Roadmap to ADIN Suite
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Abstract: Machine vision systems are used in diverse kinds of industries.
They are employed in automobiles for the detection and protection of pedes-
trians, in visual inspection systems to ensure the quality of produced goods
etc. The parameters of such systems result in many degrees of freedom.
Determining the optimal setting of these parameters usually represents a
time-consuming task that has to be performed empirically. This article in-
troduces a software framework consisting of multiple plugins for the phys-
ically based rendering suite Mitsuba. By means of combining the single
framework components, the sensor signals of arbitrary machine vision sys-
tems can be simulated for synthetic scenes consisting of objects having
complex 3D geometries and the design process of the whole system can
be streamlined.
1 Introduction
In many industrial fields, thousands or even millions of high quality products are
produced every day. In order to ensure the produced goods’ quality, they are
usually visually inspected. Often, the visual inspection is performed by human
workers. However, since this is a fatiguing task for humans, they may oversee
defects what could have disastrous consequences. Therefore there exists a huge
demand for automated visual inspection systems.
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A visual inspection system usually contains one or more sensors and illumination
sources. In order to build an effective inspection system, the components have to
be well adapted to the inspection problem on hand. For example, the focal length
and the magnification of a camera lens, the size of the sensor, the angle, color and
intensity of the illumination sources and the relative placement and orientation
of all components with respect to each other have to match in order to allow a
successful processing of the acquired sensor images. Often, an expert determines
the optimal parameters via time consuming experiments.
The procedure of adjusting the degrees of freedom of a visual inspection system
can be streamlined using computer simulations. By employing accurate models
of the employed sensors and light sources, a suitable physically based rendering
framework and CAD models of the objects under test, the experiments can be
simulated. Furthermore, quality metrics concerning the resulting sensor images,
e.g., contrast, can be used to automatically evaluate batches of different param-
eter sets. In total, such a simulation framework is a potential basis of a method
allowing to efficiently and accurately determine the optimal parameters of visual
inspection systems.
This article presents MC ViSi, a novel bundle of plugins for the physically based
rendering framework Mitsuba [Wen10]. Indeed, the Mitsuba framework already
includes plugins like an entocentric camera, a telecentric camera, a collimated
beam source etc.. However, the parameterization of these plugins is focused
on computer graphics applications, e.g., by using terms like the field of view,
focus distance and clipping planes. In contrast, for components employed in
machine vision applications, parameters like the focal length, the image dis-
tance, the sensor element size, etc. are common. MC ViSi extends the Mitsuba
framework by appropriately parameterized plugins modeling components of sen-
sor and illumination classes that are often employed in machine vision systems
for visual inspection. Particularly, the bundle includes concepts of sensors and
light sources involved in light field imaging and processing. Recent research in-
vestigates the suitability of such components in novel approaches for the visual
inspection of transparent objects [MLB16b, MLB16a, MGLB16]. For such ap-
plications, the direction of captured light rays can exhibit important information,
e.g., about scattering defects present in a test object. Section 3 introduces the core
components of the Mitsuba renderer and briefly explains how a sensor image is
rendered.
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2 Related work
The idea of using simulation frameworks to support the design of automated
visual inspection systems has been adopted by different groups of researchers.
In [NZL16], Nürnberg et al. employed a rendering framework in order to
optimize the parameters of a computational camera used for depth estimations.
The group of Mohammadikaji et al. [BM+16, MBI+16] proposed an uncertainty
propagation framework for finding optimal arrangements in a laser triangula-
tion setup by means of precisely simulating the laser’s speckle effects and the
reflectance properties of the investigated test object.
Irgenfried et al. [ITW11, IDW14] developed a software framework capable of op-
timizing the parameters of image processing routines involved in a visual inspec-
tion process. Therefore they simulated the inspection scene using both realtime
and photorealistic renderers.
The suitability of different combinations of novel optical setups and subsequent
image processing algorithms for finding defects in transparent materials has been
shown by Meyer et al. by also employing a simulation framework [MGLB16,
MLB16a, MLB16c, MLB16b].
3 Basic rendering framework
The plugins of the MC ViSi package are based on the Mitsuba rendering frame-
work. Figure 3.1 shows the core components of Mitsuba and how they interact
with each other. In order to render an image, the main component, i.e., the ren-
derer, passes a sensor sample and, if required, also an aperture sample to the
sensor component. For example, the aperture sample is needed by plugins mod-
eling conventional cameras, where every pixel integrates incident light rays com-
ing from multiple directions. The sensor component determines the ray of sight
corresponding to the two samples. The renderer traces the ray of sight through
the scene. All objects and light sources that should be rendered are contained
in the scene. The ray of sight might get reflected, scattered or absorbed while
being traced. Whenever the ray hits a light source, the renderer passes the 3D
position of the intersection together with the direction of incidence to the re-
spective component. The involved light source plugin determines and returns the
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spectrum and intensity of the light that it emits into the queried direction. The
renderer calculates the final radiance corresponding to the current sensor sample
by propagating the spectrum back along the traversed optical path and by tak-
ing the reflectance characteristics of all involved surfaces into account. The film
component successively aggregates all pairs of sensor samples and radiances and







Figure 3.1: The core components of the Mitsuba renderer and how they interact with each
other.
4 MC ViSi framework extensions
This section describes some of the major extensions to the Mitsuba renderer that
are currently included in the MC ViSi framework.
4.1 Light sources
As mentioned in Sec. 3, a Mitsuba light source component has to provide one
functionality: for a given intersection qi of a traced ray of sight and the light
source and the corresponding direction of incidence qd, there has to be a function
that calculates the resulting spectrum of the emitted light. The following sections
describe all the light sources contained in the proposed framework and explain
how the spectra are calculated for a given query from the renderer.
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4.1.1 Parallel emitter
The parallel emitter plugin realizes a telecentric light source. Such a light source
emits light only into directions inside a cone having a certain angle β with respect
to the surface normal qn at the queried intersection qi (see Fig. 4.1). The plugin
has to be attached to an arbitrary shape (i.e., a geometric object) that provides
the surface information. If the angle between the query direction qd and the
surface normal qn is greater than β, a spectrum with all elements set to zero is
returned—otherwise, the specified spectrum is returned.
Accepted cone
Arbitrary shape
Figure 4.1: Schematic concept of the parallel emitter plugin: the red arrow denotes the
queried direction qd and qn represents the surface normal at the queried surface point qi.
Since the angle between qd and qn is less than the angle β of the accepted cone, light is
emitted in the queried direction.
4.1.2 Telecentric projector
The telecentric projector plugin allows to simulate a spatially programmable area
light source that consists of single pixels of the same size all emitting individual
spectra. Figure 4.2 shows the principal setup of the plugin. The spectra can be
conveniently defined by the user by providing an RGB image. The plugin has
to be attached to a rectangular shape that determines the projector’s overall size,
position and orientation in the simulated scene. Similar to the parallel emitter
plugin mentioned in the previous section, the pixels of the telecentric projector
plugin emit light only inside a definable cone angle.
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Rectangular shape




Figure 4.2: Schematic concept of the telecentric projector plugin: similar to the parallel
emitter, every pixel of the simulated programmable area light source emits light inside a
definable cone only. Since in the shown case the queried surface position lies inside a
yellow pixel of the light source, the respective spectrum is returned to the renderer.
4.1.3 Light field emitter
Basically, the light field emitter extends the telecentric projector by also allowing
to define individual spectra for different emission directions. By this means,
the emission of a four dimensional light field can be simulated. This plugin
is also attached to a rectangular 3D shape and also requires a an RGB image
that provides the information about the emitted spectra. Additional parameters
specify the light field emitter’s spatial and angular resolution. The light field
information is spatially multiplexed in the the RGB image as shown in Fig. 4.3.
For a given query by the renderer, at first the emitter’s corresponding macro pixel
is determined. Then, the intersection i of a virtual ray originating in the query
direction from the origin o of the found macro pixel with a hemisphere of radius
1 located underneath the emitter plane is calculated. The position i is then pro-
jected on the emitter plane and the relative coordinates with respect to o allow
to determine the angular component of the query, i.e., the actual spectrum to be
read from the RGB image and to be returned to the renderer. This concept is
visualized in Fig. 4.4.





Figure 4.3: Spatial multiplexing of the light field emitter plugin for representing the spa-
tial and angular component of the light field data in a two-dimensional RGB file. Single
pixels are divided into macro pixels according to the specified angular resolution. The
macro pixels carry the spatial component of the light field data and the underlying pixels
represent the light field’s angular component.
Macro pixel
Figure 4.4: Schematic concept of the light field emitter: o denotes the center of the
macro pixel, i.e., the spatial component of the light field data corresponding to the queried
surface position and direction. The intersection i of the ray originating from o in direction
qd allows to obtain the correct pixel inside the determined macro pixel and to finally return
the respective spectrum.
4.2 Sensors
Besides the described light source plugins, the MC ViSi framework also adds
sensor plugins to the Mitsuba renderer. A sensor plugin has to provide a function
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that calculates the parameters of the ray of sight r(α) corresponding to a pixel




The following Sections are dedicated to MC ViSi’s major sensor plugins and
provide details about the respective steps needed to calculate the ray of sight.
4.2.1 Telecentric camera
Although Mitsuba already has a telecentric camera plugin, MC ViSi introduces
its own implementation that uses types of parameters that are more common in
the field of industrial machine vision. The provided plugin is based on a simple
model of a telecentric camera as shown in Fig. 4.5. The required parameters
are the sensor’s focal length f , the image plane distance b, the pixel dimensions
l = (lx, ly), the diameter Dt of the telecentric stop, the diameter Dl of the main





Figure 4.5: Schematic concept of the telecentric camera: visualization of the calculation
of the ray of sight r(α) corresponding to the position s on the sensor plane and the position
a on the aperture plane.
For a given pixel sample p and an aperture sample p′, the corresponding ray of
sight r(α) is calculated as follows: the samples p and p′ are mapped to the re-
spective positions s = (sx, sy) on the sensor plane and a = (ax, ay)T on the
plane of the telecentric stop (i.e., the aperture plane) respectively. The intersec-
tion o of a ray running through s and a with the plane of the main lens denotes
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the origin of the ray of sight. If o lies outside the main lens, the spectrum corre-
sponding to the respective ray of sight will be weighted with zero. The focused





























The direction d = (dx, dy, dz)T of the ray of sight can be obtained via
d = w − o .
The presented implementation also covers depth of field effect as it accounts for
the size of the sensor elements and for the aperture diameter.
4.2.2 Light field camera
A light field camera is able to not only resolve the (x, y)-position of captured
light bundles but also their two-dimensional direction of incidence (θ, ϕ). By
most commercially available light field cameras this is achieved by replacing the
sensor by a micro lens array and by placing the actual sensor behind the micro
lens array. The single elements of the micro lens array represent the system’s
spatial component. The micro lenses realize a mapping between the direction
of the incoming light bundles and the sensor pixels that are located behind the
respective micro lens. The set of pixels that correspond to one micro lens is
usually called a macro pixel.
A light field camera of the described kind is modeled by the respective plugin
of the MC ViSi framework. The plugin’s parameters are the focal length f of
the main lens, the image plane distance b, the diameter of the main lens Dl, the
spatial resolution (M,N), the angular resolution (J,K) and the pixel dimensions
l = (lx, ly).
In order to reduce the overall number of parameters, a more simplified light field






Figure 4.6: Schematic concept of the light field camera: visualization of the calculation
of the ray of sight r(α) corresponding to the position s on the sensor plane and the center
position c of the respective micro lens.
corresponding to a continuous pixel sample p, at first the center c = (cx, cy)T
of the respective micro lens, i.e., the macro pixel is determined, to which p be-
longs. The focused world point w = (wx, wy, wz)T is calculated via the thin











All pixel positions of the same macro pixel are assumed to share the same fo-
cused world point w, but to look at it from different directions. In the employed
simplified model, the relative position of the pixel sample p with respect to its
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Finally, the ray of sight is given by
r(α) = o + α · (w − o) .
5 Experiments
This section provides an example showing how two of the introduced plugins can
be employed to simulate a novel machine vision system for the visual inspection
of transparent objects as proposed in [MLB16b]. The system’s principle optical
setup is shown in Fig. 5.1. The parallel emitter plugin (see Sec. 4.1.1) can be
used to simulate the collimated illumination and the light field camera plugin
(see Sec. 4.2.2) allows to simulate the employed sensor. The described scene has
been simulated for a defect-free test object instance and for a test object affected
by a scattering material defect, i.e., an enclosed air bubble. In order to visually
enhance material defects present inside the test objects, the authors propose the
calculation of a special kind of image gradient that is based on the so-called Earth
Mover’s distance [RTG98] and that is suitable for light field images. Figure 5.2







Figure 5.1: Optical setup of the simulated machine vision system: parallel light beams
illuminate the test object, a double-convex lens, and a light field camera serves as the
sensor.
Since the simulated experiments showed promising results for the method pro-
posed in [MLB16b], the authors are currently setting up a real prototype for
conducting further experiments.
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Defect-free Enclosed scattering air bubble
LowHigh
Figure 5.2: Pseudo color visualization of the output of the image gradient method based
on the Earth Mover’s distance applied to the light field images resulting from the simula-
tion. In the right-hand side image, the scattering defect present in the test object’s center
is clearly visible.
6 Conclusion
This article introduced the machine vision simulation framework MC ViSi. The
framework consists of several plugins that extend the physically based rendering
software Mitsuba. Some of the proposed framework’s main components, i.e., the
parallel emitter, the telecentric projector, the light field emitter, the telecentric
camera and the light field camera have been explained in detail. Furthermore, an
example has been provided, where the introduced plugins have been employed in
a simulation of a machine vision system for the inspection of transparent objects.
As future steps, the authors plan to extend the framework by further components,
e.g., a plugin allowing to model retroreflective object surfaces and a sensor plugin
modeling a laser scanner sensor.
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Abstract: A polarization state detector (PSD) measures all parameters of
the state of polarization of the detected light. The state of polarization is
described by four Stokes parameters while the total phase of the light is dis-
carded. Only four intensity measurements are needed to measure the four
Stokes parameters even though the Stokes vector is defined by six inten-
sity measurements. By using a special optical design with four photodetec-
tors, these measurements can be conducted simultaneously. To measure the
Stokes vector with high accuracy, a special beam splitter has been proposed
in the literature imposing constraints on the reflectance, transmittance and
retardance of the p- and s-polarized reflected and transmitted wave. Later
on, several alternative designs have been proposed using two or more re-
tarders and ordinary beam splitters. In this report another alternative design
of the PSD is presented. In fact, only two instead of four waveplates are
needed to get optimal results for ordinary beam splitters with suboptimal
optical properties.
1 Introduction
For the characterization of surfaces and layered structures, the polarization of
light often carries out important information. One measurement technique using
the polarization of light is called ellipsometry. This technique can be used for
measuring the thickness of coated surfaces or the optical constants of materials
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like the index of refraction or the extinction coefficient. When measuring the
thickness of a layer, this technique is very sensitive to thickness variations and
can even detect changes of a monolayer or incompleted monolayers. The setup
typically consists of a light source which emits polarized light and a detector
consisting of a PSD which detects the state of polarization of the incoming light.
The emitted light is reflected or transmitted at the sample under study. The state
of polarization of the reflected or transmitted light is changed according to the
material properties of the sample. To achieve a high sensitivity to e.g. thickness
variations, the PSD must precisely detect the state of polarization. A PSD called
division-of-amplitude photopolarimeter (DOAP) without any moving parts like
rotating quarter-wave plates has been proposed in [Azz82]. This PSD splits up
the the incoming light ray into four rays with lower amplitude which are detected
by four photodetectors. A key component of the DOAP is a beam splitter which
fist splits up the incoming light into two rays, the reflected and transmitted light
path. This first beam splitter can be characterized by six optical parameters, three
for the reflected and three for the transmitted light path. The optical parameters
of this beam splitter are critical, since they have an influence on the uncertainty
of measurement of the state of polarization described by the Stokes vector and
calculated by the measured intensities. In [AD03] optimal values for the optical
parameters of the beam splitter have been provided to get a low sensitivity to mea-
surement errors [JCG08]. A beam splitter for which the six optical parameters
are optimal, can be quite complex.
As has been shown in previous work, it is also possible to get optimal values
for the sensitivity coefficients if only four of the six optical parameters of the
beam splitter are optimal. This is achieved by adding retarders to the DOAP.
The generalized design of the DOAP is shown in Figure 1.1. The retarders are
optional and only needed if the optical parameters of the beam splitter BSi are
suboptimal. There are two kinds of beam splitters in the DOAP. The most critical
component of the DOAP is the beam splitter BSi, which has to be properly
designed to be able to measure light with an arbitrary state of polarization. E.g.
the change of polarization on the reflected or transmitted path must differ, hence
unpolarizing beam splitters are not suitable. The beam splitters BSr and BSt
split up the state of polarization of the incoming light wave into two orthogonal
linearly polarized waves. BSr and BSt could be e.g. Rochon prisms, Wollaston
prisms, Nomarski prisms or polarizing beam splitters like cubes or plates.






Figure 1.1: Scheme of the DOAP.
In [ZCTH17] several different designs have been examined using quarter and
half wave plates on the transmitted or reflected light path to improve the sensitiv-
ity of the DOAP while a suboptimal beam splitter BSi was used. Although the
retarders improve the sensitivity, no comparison has been made to the optimal
design of the DOAP provided in [AD03]. In our previous work [Neg16] another
design of the DOAP based on quarter-wave plates has been studied and compared
with the optimal design. The DOAP presented there contains four quarter-wave
plates, two on the reflected and transmitted path, respectively. It has been shown
empirically that four quarter-wave plates are sufficient to compensate the negative
effect of a suboptimal beam splitter on the sensitivity coefficients. By adjusting
the rotational angles of the retarders, the absolute value of the sensitivity coeffi-
cients can be lowered. In the present work it is shown that not four but only two
quarter-wave plates are needed to get an optimal DOAP.
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1.1 Reflection and transmission
Usually, a light ray traveling through isotropic, homogeneous and non-absorbing
media is locally approximated by a transverse plane wave where the electric and
magnetic field vectors are orthogonal to the direction of propagation. Because
the electric and magnetic field components are connected by Maxwell’s equa-
tions, the light wave can be fully described solely by the electric field. Because
there are two linearly independent vectors which are orthogonal to the direction
of propagation, transverse plane waves exhibit a phenomenon called polariza-
tion. A light wave with an arbitrary state of polarization can be decomposed into
two linearly polarized waves. A light wave propagating in z direction is shown
in Figure 1.2. The oscillating electric field vector is dependent on the position





where Ex(x, t) and Ey(x, t) are the oscillating electric field vectors of the two
linearly polarized waves in x and y direction, respectively. The x-, y- and z-
axis form a right-handed coordinate system, where the z-axis is the direction of
propagation. For coherent light, which will be the main focus in the rest of the
paper, the linearly polarized waves Ex and Ey can be written as:
Ex(x, t) = E0x · e i(kzz−ωt),
Ey(x, t) = E0y · e i(kzz−ωt) .
where E0x and E0y are the complex amplitudes, kz is the circular wavenumber
and ω the angular frequency. The complex amplitudes can be written as
E0x = E0x · e iϕx , E0y = E0y · e iϕy (1.1)
with the (real) amplitudes E0x and E0y and the initial phases ϕx and ϕy . When
the light wave impinges on the plane surface between two homogeneous media
it is partly reflected and partly refracted. If the incident light ray hits the surface
under an oblique angle of incidence, the so-called plane of incidence is being
spanned through two vectors, the direction of propagation of the incident light
wave and the surface normal. In isotropic media the vectors for the direction of
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Figure 1.3: Reflection and refraction split up into p- and s-polarized waves.
propagation of the incident, reflected and refracted light waves all lie in the plane
of incidence. The incident, reflected and refracted or transmitted wave can be
decomposed into two linearly polarized light waves. Because the decomposition
shown in Figure 1.2 is not unique, the x-axis can be aligned parallel and the y-
axis perpendicular to the plane of incidence which is also the convention. The
two linearly polarized light waves in x and y direction are then called p- and
s-polarized, respectively. Equation (1.1) then becomes:
Ep = Ep · e iϕp , Es = Es · e iϕs (1.2)
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with the complex amplitudes Ep and Es, the real amplitudes Ep and Es and
the initial phases ϕp and ϕs. The decomposition of the incident, reflected and
transmitted wave into p- and s-polarized waves is shown in Figure 1.3. The am-
plitudes and the initial phases from Equation (1.2) are denoted with the subscript
i for the incident, r for the reflected and t for the transmitted wave. With this
definition, the change of the state of polarization resulting from reflection can be








The change of the state of polarization resulting from refraction can be described








At a single surface between two isotropic materials there is no energy flux from
the p- to the s-polarized wave and vice versa when the light is reflected or re-











t of the incident, reflected and transmitted wave:
Epr = |rp| · Epi , Esr = |rs| · Esi ,
Ept = |tp| · Epi , Est = |ts| · Esi .
Furthermore, rp, rs, tp and ts can not only be used to describe the change of the
state of polarization at a single interface, but also at several interfaces of isotropic
materials. This is possible as long as the surface normals of the interfaces all
lie in a single plane of incidence. The light waves passing through an optical
component on a reflected or transmitted path superimpose and contribute to the
complex amplitude of the electric field of the reflected or transmitted light. As
an example, the change of the state of polarization of a light ray on the reflected
or transmitted light path of a beam splitter (see Figure 1.4 and Figure 1.5) can be
described by the reflection and transmission coefficients rp, rs, tp and ts. This is
also true if the beam splitter consists of multiple layers or if it has anti-reflection
coatings. In this case, the reflected or transmitted light usually undergoes several
reflections and refractions.
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Figure 1.4: Reflected and transmitted light path at a non-polarizing beam splitter
Figure 1.5: Reflected and transmitted light path at a polarizing beam splitter
difference caused by reflection or transmission of two orthogonal linearly polar-
ized waves. Ψ and ∆ are related to the reflection coefficients by the fundamental
equation of ellipsometry [TM99]:
tan Ψr · e i∆r =
rp
rs
where the subscript r denotes that the parameters are assigned to the reflected
wave. For the complex transmission coefficients with the subscript t, the
parameters Ψt and ∆t are defined in the same manner:




Two important parameters in ellipsometry are Ψ and ∆. Ψ ∈ [0◦, 90◦] describes
the change of the amplitude quotient and ∆ ∈ [0◦, 360◦] the change of the phase
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polarization ellipse and the direction of rotation of the electric field. The shape
of the polarization ellipse and the direction of rotation are fully determined by
the (real) amplitudes Ep and Es of the electric field and the phase difference
ϕp − ϕs of the initial phases. For the phase differences of the incident, reflected
and transmitted wave we get
arg(Epr) = arg(r
p) + arg(Epi ), arg(E
s
r) = arg(r
s) + arg(Esi ),
arg(Ept ) = arg(t
p) + arg(Epi ), arg(E
s
t ) = arg(t
s) + arg(Esi ),
and hence
ϕpr − ϕsr = arg(rp)− arg(rs)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=∆r
+ϕpi − ϕsi ,




where arg(x) returns the argument of a complex number x. Another quantity we
will use is the intensity I of a light wave. The relationship between the intensity
I and the amplitude of the electic field E of a light wave in non-magnetic and






where c0 is the speed of light in vacuum, ε0 the vacuum permittivity, n the real
index of refraction of the material and E2 = E20x + E
2
0y . To measure the in-
tensity in an absorbing medium with complex index of refraction n, the formula
in Equation (1.6) becomes more complex because the direction of the Poynting
vector generally exhibits an elliptical oscillation [DAP94b]. The intensity is the
power of the electro-magnetic field per unit area. When measuring the intensity
of an electro-magnetic plane wave, the power is measured on an area which is
orthogonal to the direction of propagation.
For describing amplitude ratios of the incident and reflected or transmitted wave,
the complex coefficients rp and rs, tp and ts are used. Similarly, intensity ra-
tios of the incident, reflected and transmitted wave can be described by the re-
flectances Rp and Rs and the transmittances T p and T s. Let Ipi and I
s
i be the in-
For describing the state of polarization of the reflected or transmitted light, the
total phase of the wave is of no interest because it does not affect the shape of the
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T p = bt
Ipt
Ipi





where br and bt are proportionality constants resulting from the fact that the unit
area for measuring the power of the incoming and reflected or transmitted wave
is not measured orthogonal to the direction of propagation. Instead, the surface
power density is measured on a unit area at the boundary surface between differ-
ent media. A detailed explanation of how to compute br and bt at an interface
between two different media can be found in [Hec02]. It should be noted that
the reflected path, e.g. through a beam splitter, can contain multiple reflections
and transmissions through different media. Therefore, in contrast to reflection at
a single interface, it is possible that br 6= 1.









The reflectance R and transmittance T is defined as the intensity ratio of the
incident to the reflected and transmitted wave, respectively. We will define Ru






T p + T s
2
. (1.9)
For linearly polarized light at 45◦, circularly polarized and unpolarized light, we
obtain: Ru = R and Tu = T . This identity is not generally valid [Hec02]. In the
absence of absorption, i.e. the refractive indices are real, we get:
Rs + T s = Rp + T p = 1 . (1.10)
This equation is also valid for non-absorbing beam splitters with multiple
reflections and transmissions.
tensities of the incident, Ipr and I
s




t of the transmitted
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By solving for Rp, Rs, T p and T s we obtain
Rp = 2Ru
tan2 Ψr
1 + tan2 Ψr
, Rs = 2Ru
1
1 + tan2 Ψr
,
T p = 2Tu
tan2 Ψt
1 + tan2 Ψt
, T s = 2Tu
1
1 + tan2 Ψt
.
(1.11)
In case that br = bt = 1 we see from Equation (1.11) and Equation (1.7) that
the change of the amplitudes of the reflected wave, which are determined by
|rp| and |rs|, can be described by Ψr andRu. Hence, by using Equation (1.5) the
change of the state of polarization resulting from reflection at an isotropic surface
is fully determined by Ψr,∆r and Ru. The change of the state of polarization of
the transmitted wave is determined by Ψt,∆t and Tu.
If br 6= 1 or bt 6= 1 the change of the state of polarization can still be described
by Ψr,∆r, Ru,Ψt,∆t and Tu. In this case the only unknown is the size of the
polarization ellipse of the electric field. This is due to the definition of the surface
power density ratios in Equation (1.7). If the ratio would simply be the quotient
of the intensities of the incoming and reflected or transmitted wave, the equation
Rp + T p = Rs + T s = 1 would not be generally true anymore in the non-
absorbing case. This is because |rp|2 + |tp|2 and |rs|2 + |ts|2can take values
lower than 1.
If the beam spitter BSi is non-absorbing i.e. Equation (1.10) is valid and if the
beam splitter splits up the intensity equally on the reflected and transmitted path
i.e. Ru = Tu = 0.5 we get from Equation (1.11) [AD03]:
T s +Rs = 1 =
1
1 + tan2 Ψt
+
1
1 + tan2 Ψr
⇔
tan2 Ψt
1 + tan2 Ψt
=
1
1 + tan2 Ψr
⇔
tan2 Ψt tan
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Two beam splitters are usually of special interest. A non-polarizing beam split-
ter splits up the incoming ray into two rays while Rp = Rs and T p = T s as
shown in Figure 1.4. In this case Ψr = Ψt = 45◦. A polarizing beam splitter
separates the p- and s-polarized components of the incident wave on the reflected
and transmitted path as shown in Figure 1.5. In this case either Ψr = 0◦ and
Ψt = 90
◦ or Ψr = 90◦ and Ψt = 0◦.
1.2 Stokes-Mueller Calculus
One convenient way describing the state of polarization for totally, as well as
partly polarized light, is by a four-dimensional Stokes vectorS ∈ R4. The Stokes
vector of polarized light is referenced to a fixed right-handed coordinate system
(x, y, z) and the z-axis points to the observer. The conventions about the coor-
dinate systems and transformations used in this paper can be found in [HMS80].














where I0◦ , I90◦ , I45◦ and I−45◦ are the measured intensities of a light wave
(see Equation (1.6)) after passing linear polarizers which are rotated at
0◦, 90◦, 45◦ and −45◦, respectively. IL and IR are the measured intensities after
it passes left and right circular polarizers. The intensity of the light wave ac-
cording to Equation (1.6) is determined by the Stokes parameter S0 and can be
derived from the aforementioned intensities by the following identities:
S0 = I0◦ + I90◦ = I45◦ + I−45◦ = IL + IR .
The transformation of a Stokes vector resulting from interaction of light with an
optical element can be described by the so-called Mueller matrix M ∈ R4×4.
Let Sin be the Stokes vector of a light ray before and Sout after the state of
polarization is changed by an optical component with Mueller matrix M. We
obtain:
Sout = M · Sin . (1.13)
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If the optical component with Mueller matrix M consists of several successive
components with Mueller matrices M1, . . . ,Mn, Equation (1.13) becomes
Sout = Mn ·Mn−1 · . . . ·M1︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:M
·Sin .
If the light ray with the Stokes vector Sout hits a photodetector which is insensi-
tive to the state of polarization, only the intensity Sout0 of the Stokes vector S
out
is measured. The measured intensity Sout0 can be computed by:
Sout0 = q ·M · Sin
with q = (1, 0, 0, 0). q ·M is then the first row of M.
For a Mueller matrix M of an optical component which is referenced by a right-
handed coordinate system with axes x, y and z, where z is the direction of prop-
agation of the light wave, the Mueller matrix of an optical component rotated
around the z-axis at an angle α is given by [Fuj07]:




1 0 0 0
0 cos 2α sin 2α 0
0 − sin 2α cos 2α 0
0 0 0 1
 .
If the change of the state of polarization on the reflected light path of a beam-
splitter is described by the parameters Ψr,∆r andRu, the corresponding Mueller




1 − cos 2Ψr 0 0
− cos 2Ψr 1 0 0
0 0 sin 2Ψr cos ∆r sin 2Ψr sin ∆r
0 0 − sin 2Ψr sin ∆r sin 2Ψr cos ∆r

where the coordinate system for the Stokes vector of the incoming light ray is
referenced to the plane of incidence of the beam splitter. Similarly, the Mueller
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matrix for the transmitted path is given by MS(Ψt,∆t, Tu). The Mueller matrix
of a polarizer with the transmission axis rotated at 0◦, which corresponds to the






1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 .
The Mueller matrix of a polarizer rotated at an arbitrary angle α around the z-
axis can be computed by Equation (1.14) and is denoted as MP (α). The Mueller





1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 cos(δ) sin(δ)
0 0 − sin(δ) cos(δ)
 .
The Mueller matrix M∆(δ, α) of a retarder with retardation δ which is rotated
around the z-axis can be calculated again by using Equation (1.14). Because
quarter-wave plates are retarders of special interest with δ = 90◦, we will denote
quarter-wave plates rotated by α as MQ(α) = M∆(90◦, α).
2 DOAP without Retarders
In the previous section we described the mathematical formulation for the state of
polarization and its change resulting from one or several optical components. We
can now derive the Mueller matrix for one light path of the DOAP from Figure 1.1
without retarders. The polarizing beam splitters BSr and BSt are rotated at
45◦ (γr = γt = 45◦). The Mueller matrix for a light ray which is reflected at
the beam splitter BSi and then impinges on a polarizing beam splitter with the
transmission axis at 45◦ is given by:
MP (45
◦) ·MS(Ψr,∆r, Ru) .
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Let I0 be the intensity measured by a polarization-insensitive photo-detector for
the previously described light path and letSi be the Stokes vector of the incoming
light. We then get the following relationship:
I0 = q ·MP (45◦) ·MS(Ψr,∆r, Ru) · Si .
By computing the Mueller matrices for all four light paths we obtain a mapping









q ·MP (45◦) ·MS(Ψr,∆r, Ru)
q ·MP (−45◦) ·MS(Ψr,∆r, Ru)
q ·MP (45◦) ·MS(Ψt,∆t, Tu)





where A ∈ R4×4 is called the instrument matrix of the PSD. By measuring the
intensity vector I , the incoming Stokes vector Si can be calculated by
Si = A
−1 · I
if the instrument matrix is non-singular. To design an optimal DOAP, the optical
parameters Ψr,∆r, Ru,Ψt,∆t and Tu of the beam splitter BSi must be chosen
in such a way that we get optimal values for the sensitivity coefficients given by
A−1. One possibility to minimize the absolute value of the sensitivity coeffi-
cients is to minimize |detA−1| which corresponds to the maximum of |detA|.
We will denote the instrument matrix of the design of the DOAP (see Equa-
tion (2.1)) without any retarders as ADOAP. The optimal optical parameters of
the beam splitter BSi are given by [AD03]:
R∗u = T
∗
u = 0.5, (2.2)













|detA| = |detADOAP| =
√
3/144 ≈ 0.012 .
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u(cos 2Ψr − cos 2Ψt) sin 2Ψr sin 2Ψt sin(∆r −∆t) . (2.6)
To measure how close a special design of the DOAP reaches the optimal value,





Another, more common although less elegant way to assess the optimality of a




where σmax is the maximum and σmin the minimum singular value resulting from
a singular value decomposition. If σ1, . . . , σn are the singular values of a non-





The optimal condition number has the following value:
condmin := min
A
cond(A) = cond(ADOAP) =
√
3 ≈ 1.732 .





The normalized determinant |detA|norm and condition number condnorm(A) are
the two quality measures we will use in this report to compare different designs
of the DOAP and their influence on the sensitivity coefficients. For a DOAP
without retarders the following holds by definition:
|detADOAP|norm = condnorm(ADOAP) = 1 .
One major problem of the design of the DOAP without retarders is the realiza-
tion of the beam splitter BSi, which has to satisfy Equations (2.2), (2.3), (2.4)
and (2.5) simultaneously. In fact, in Equation (1.12) it has been shown that Equa-
tion (2.5) follows directly from Equation (2.2). Therefore, a non-absorbing beam
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splitter BSi only has to fulfill three constraints instead of four. However, the re-
alization can still be complex as has been shown in [YSZL14] with a multilayer
dielectric filter. Although that design has a normalized determinant of about 1,
the DOAP is only applicable at a specific design wavelength and |detA|norm
decreases quickly apart from that wavelength.
3 DOAP with Retarders
A further step to simplify BSi has been proposed in our previous work [Neg16]
and also by [ZCTH17]. A simple possibility to reduce the number of optimality
constraints imposed on BSi is to eliminate Equation (2.3). This can be achieved
by positioning additional rotated retarders on the reflected and transmitted path.
A design of the DOAP with rotated retarders is shown in Figure 1.1 where δr and
δt are the retardances and βr and βt the rotational angles of the retarders on the
reflected and transmitted light path, respectively. The instrument matrix of the
DOAP without retarders is dependent on the optical parameters of BSi:
ADOAP = ADOAP(Ru, Tu,Ψr,Ψt,∆r,∆t) .
We examine the influence of different designs of the DOAP on the normalized de-
terminant and condition number. The influence of different designs of the DOAP
is evaluated by using two different standard beam splitters BS† and BS‡. The
following desings of the DOAP are examined:
• DOAP without retarders
• DOAP with one variable retarder
• DOAP with two quarter-wave plates, one on each path
• DOAP with four quarter-wave plates, two on each path
• DOAP with two quarter-wave plates on the reflected path
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In [ZCTH17] a beam splitterBSi with the following optical parameters has been
used:




◦, Ψ†t = 66.27
◦,
∆†r = 188.19
◦, ∆†t = 6.83
◦
which will be denoted as BS†. The beam splitter used in [Neg16] has the
following optical parameters:




◦, Ψ‡t = 69.74
◦,
∆‡r = 150.06
◦, ∆‡t = 0.16
◦
and will be denoted as BS‡. Using the DOAP without retarders, we get the
following normalized determinant and condition number for the beam splitters
BS† and BS‡:
|detADOAP(R†u, T †u,Ψ†r,Ψ†t ,∆†r,∆†t)|norm = 0.022,






















t)) = 0.29 .
For the DOAP without retarders it follows that BS‡ would be more suitable than
BS† because the latter would result into a nearly singular instrument matrix. The
reason is obvious if we look at the determinant from Equation (2.6). The value of
∆†r−∆†t = 181.37◦ for BS† is nearly 180◦, which results in a very low value of
the normalized determinant and hence a nearly singular instrument matrix. The
value of ∆‡r − ∆‡t = 149.9◦ is still bad compared to the optimum 90◦, but the
instrument matrix is not singular. As has been shown in [Neg16], the determinant
of the instrument matrix A can be decomposed into two factors. The first factor
is dependent on Ru, Tu,Ψr and Ψt and the second one on ∆r and ∆t and other
retardances. This factorization is valid for all designs previously mentioned. For
an arbitrary instrument matrix of a DOAP with retarders A we get the following
proportionality:
detA ∝ R2T 2(cos 2Ψr − cos 2Ψt) sin 2Ψr sin 2Ψt . (3.1)
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The consequence of Equation (3.1) is that Ψr and Ψt impose a lower bound on
the the sensitivity coefficients of a DOAP with retarders for any non-absorbing
BSi with R = T = 0.5, which is our main focus. If the values of ∆†r −∆†t and
∆‡r −∆‡t would be optimal i.e. ∆†r −∆†t = ∆‡r −∆‡t = 90◦, we would get the
following normalized determinants and condition numbers:
|detADOAP(R†u, T †u,Ψ†r,Ψ†t , 0, 90◦)|norm = 0.91,















t , 0, 90
◦)) = 0.80 .
(3.2)
For the two beam splitters BS† and BS‡ these are the optimal values that can
be achieved with different designs of the DOAP with retarders. The retarders
compensate suboptimal values of ∆r and ∆t, but cannot compensate suboptimal
values of Ψr and Ψt. For the rest of the work we will therefore denote any design
with retarders as optimal, if both quality measures are maximized for suboptimal
values of ∆r and ∆t. As an example, the values of the quality measures for a
specific design of the DOAP with the beam splitters BS† and BS‡ must equal to
those in Equation (3.2).
One very simple way to get an optimal DOAP with retarders is to mount a retarder
e.g. on the reflected path with a variable retardance δr. We denote the instrument
matrix as Aδ:
Aδ(Ru, Tu,Ψr,Ψt,∆r,∆t, δr) =
q ·MP (45◦) ·M∆(δr, 0◦) ·MS(Ψr,∆r, Ru)
q ·MP (−45◦) ·M∆(δr, 0◦) ·MS(Ψr,∆r, Ru)
q ·MP (45◦) ·MS(Ψt,∆t, Tu)
q ·MP (−45◦) ·MS(Ψt,∆t, Tu)
 .
Because the retardances on the reflected path accumulate, Equation (2.3) leads to
the following condition to get an optimal DOAP:
δr + ∆r −∆t = ±90◦ ⇔ δr = ±90◦ −∆r + ∆t
and we denote the optimal values for BS† and BS‡ as δ† and δ‡, respectively.
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values for the normalized determinant and condition number as in Equation (3.2):
|detAδ(R†u, T †u,Ψ†r,Ψ†t ,∆†r,∆†t , δ†r)|norm = 0.91,


























r)) = 0.80 .
Although we get optimal results, the problem with this design is that we need a
special retarder. This has several disadvantages compared to retarders produced
in bulk such as lower precision and higher cost. Quarter-wave plates are therefore
of special interest. In [ZCTH17] a design has been proposed with two rotated
quarter-wave plates, one on each path. Calculations revealed that they are better
suited than half wave plates. In [Neg16] it has been figured out, that one quarter-
wave plate on each path can improve the results, but does not produce optimal
results for all values of ∆r and ∆t. Instead, a design with two quarter-wave
plates on each path has been suggested which is optimal for all values of ∆r and
∆t.
First, we will examine the design of the DOAP with one quarter-wave plate on
each path and let βr and βt be the rotational angles of the quarter-wave plates on
the reflected and transmitted path, respectively. Let AQr,Qt be the corresponding
instrument matrix:
AQr,Qt(Ru, Tu,Ψr,Ψt,∆r,∆t, βr, βt) =
q ·MP (45◦) ·MQ(βr) ·MS(Ψr,∆r, Ru)
q ·MP (−45◦) ·MQ(βr) ·MS(Ψr,∆r, Ru)
q ·MP (45◦) ·MQ(βt) ·MS(Ψt,∆t, Tu)
q ·MP (−45◦) ·MQ(βt) ·MS(Ψt,∆t, Tu)
 .
For the normalized determinant and condition number we get the following
values:
|detAQr,Qt(R†u, T †u,Ψ†r,Ψ†t ,∆†r,∆†t , δ†r)|norm = 0.91,






























r)) = 0.69 .
(3.3)
If we choose the retardance in that way, we get an optimal DOAP and the same
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t (b) when the value of
∆r −∆t varies. The design of the DOAP contains one quarter-wave plate on each light
path.
Comparing Equation (3.2) with Equation (3.3) reveals that while the normalized
determinant and condition number retain their optimal values forBS†, the values
are lower forBS‡. The problem of this design is that the normalized determinant
and condition number are only optimal for some values of ∆r and ∆t. If we
plot the normalized determinant dependent on ∆r − ∆t we get the Figure 3.1.
For every value of ∆r − ∆t, the quarter-wave plates are rotated to maximize
the normalized determinant. For computing the rotational angles a nonlinear
numerical optimization has been performed using Mathematica. For some values
of ∆r −∆t this algorithm only finds a local instead of the global minimum. The
discontinuities in Figure 3.1 reveal where the nonlinear optimization returned a
local optimum. A more rigorous optimization algorithm would always find the
global optimum due to the low dimensional search space.
To overcome the problem that this design is not optimal for all values of ∆r and
∆t, it has been suggested in [Neg16] to use two quarter-wave plates on each
path instead of one. Using four quarter-wave plates results into optimal values
of the quality measures for any value of ∆r and ∆t. But there is even a simpler
design with only two quarter-wave plates. Equation (2.3) suggests that only the
retardation of one path has to be adjusted because only the difference ∆r − ∆t
matters. Because four quarter-wave plates can compensate any suboptimal value
of ∆r − ∆t, it seems adequate to assume that two rotated quarter-wave plates
on a single path (e.g. the reflected path) have the same effect on the normalized
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t (b) when the value of
∆r−∆t varies. The design of the DOAP contains two quarter-wave plates on the reflected
light path.
determinant as a variable retarder. The instrument matrix for two rotated quarter-
wave plates on the reflected path is given by:
A2Qr (Ru, Tu,Ψr,Ψt,∆r,∆t, βr, β
′
r) =
q ·MP (45◦) ·MQ(β′r) ·MQ(βr)·MS(Ψr,∆r, Ru)
q ·MP (−45◦) ·MQ(β′r) ·MQ(βr)·MS(Ψr,∆r, Ru)
q ·MP (45◦) ·MS(Ψt,∆t, Tu)
q ·MP (−45◦) ·MS(Ψt,∆t, Tu)

where βr is the rotational angle of the first and β′r of the second quarter-wave
plate. Figure 3.2 shows the normalized determinant for any value of ∆r − ∆t.
Ignoring the local optima of the nonlinear optimization, we see that we always get
the same value for the normalized determinant which corresponds to the optimal
value given in Equation (3.2).
4 Summary and Outlook
In this report a simple design of a DOAP has been proposed consisting of two
quarter-wave plates on the reflected path. It has been shown that this design is
better than mounting one quarter-wave plate on each path, because the negative
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effects on the sensitivity coefficients resulting from beam splitters with subopti-
mal retardances can always be compensated. Furthermore, calculations suggest
that for any optimal DOAP analyzed in this report, the normalized determinant
and condition number are optimal at the same rotational angles of the retarders. In
future work this equivalence will be examined in more detail to better understand
in which case we get the same results for both quality measures. Furthermore,
analytical solutions for calculating the rotational angles for different designs will
be provided. In future work it is also planned to provide other designs of practical
relevance, especially designs which are applicable at a broad wavelength range.
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Abstract: Vehicle detection in aerial images is an important task in many
applications such as screening of large areas or traffic monitoring. In gen-
eral, classifiers or a cascade of classifiers within a sliding window approach
are used to perform vehicle detection. However, sliding window approaches
are limited for vehicle detection in a real-time system due to the huge num-
ber of windows to classify. To overcome this challenge, several objects
proposals methods have been proposed for generating candidate windows
in detection frameworks. Impressive results have been achieved on com-
mon detection benchmark datasets like Pascal VOC 2007 for a significantly
reduced number of candidate windows. However, these datasets, which are
used to develop the object proposals methods, exhibit considerably differ-
ing characteristics compared to aerial images. In this report, we examine
the applicability of such object proposals methods for vehicle detection in
aerial images. Therefore, we evaluate the performance of seven state-of-
the-art object proposals methods on the publicly available DLR 3K Munich
Vehicle Aerial Image Dataset. Relevant adaptions are highlighted by using
the Selective Search method. Finally, the adapted methods are compared to
baseline approaches like sliding window.
1 Introduction
Detecting vehicles is an important task in many applications such as screening
of large areas or traffic monitoring. In general, vehicle detection in aerial images
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is performed by applying classifiers or a cascade of classifiers within a sliding
window approach [LM15]. A search window of a certain scale is shifted hori-
zontally and vertically across the entire image and appearance features are cal-
culated at each window position. The calculated features are used as input for a
classifier, which returns a confidence value for the occurrence of a vehicle. How-
ever, the huge number of candidate windows to classify limits the applicability
in a real-time system, especially in case of different scales, aspect ratios, and
orientations [HBDS16].
In literature, there exist several approaches to overcome this challenge in case of
aerial images [CH16]. These approaches include reducing the search space or
applying a cascade of weak classifiers. Reducing the search space is generally
performed by incorporating road maps as provided from Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) [LRK+14, TKRS13]. However, such approaches are limited to
georeferenced images and areas occupied by road maps [LM15]. An alternative
approach is to initially detect areas of interest, e.g. roads [MZM15]. However,
in this case all relevant objects have to be present on roads. Otherwise, objects
offside the road that might be of interest can be missed.
In the context of this report, we examine the applicability of object proposals
methods for vehicle detection in aerial images. Object proposals methods gener-
ate a set of regions that are likely to contain an object [ADF12]. In recent years,
several object proposals methods have been proposed to reduce the number of
windows to classify. However, these methods are all explored on common detec-
tion benchmark datasets like Pascal VOC 2007 [EVGW+10] that significantly
differ from aerial images. Typically, images of these datasets contain only one
or few objects that are centered and occupy a high fraction of the entire image,
whereas aerial images can contain multiple objects that are comparable small and
randomly located. Though, there exist comprehensive surveys on state-of-the-art
object proposals methods [HBDS16, CAMB15], there exists no literature about
the applicability of these methods for considerably differing datasets as in case
of aerial images.
In this report, we evaluate seven state-of-the-art object proposals methods on the
publicly available DLR 3K Munich Vehicle Aerial Image Dataset [LM15]. This
dataset consists of 20 images with a resolution of 5616×3744 pixels and a ground
sampling distance of approximately 13 cm. Each image contains about 500 vehi-
cles on average. To compensate for the differing characteristics of aerial images,




Randomized Prim’s [MGVG13] Grouping
Selective Search [UvdSGS13] Grouping
Edge Boxes [ZD14] Window Scoring
Objectness [ADF12] Window Scoring
Rahtu [RKB11] Window Scoring
Table 2.1: Evaluated object proposals methods.
2 Object Proposals Methods
In literature, there exists a variety of different object proposals methods. These
methods can be distinguished into grouping methods and window scoring
methods [CAMB15, HBDS16]. Grouping methods are typically based on ini-
tial image segmentation followed by grouping segments. Therefore, a diverse
set of cues such as appearance cues, color histogram, segment size, and bound-
ary estimates are used. Window scoring methods are based on an initial set of
candidate windows, for example, generated by a sliding window approach or ran-
dom sampling. For each candidate window, multiple cues are used to calculate
a score that is used to rank or filter candidate windows. An overview about the
object proposals methods evaluated in the context of this report are given in Ta-
ble 2.1. A more detailed description about these methods and their fundamental
functionality is given in [HBDS16].
we adapt each method. Therefore, we systematically analyze the impact of differ-
ent parameters and extensions for each method separately. Relevant adaptions are
highlighted exemplarily for the Selective Search method [UvdSGS13]. Finally,
we compare the adapted methods to baseline approaches like sliding window to
show how the number of candidate windows can be clearly reduced.
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In the following, we give a short description of the fundamental functionality of
the Selective Search method [UvdSGS13] that has been broadly used for gener-
ating candidate windows in detection frameworks like Fast R-CNN [Gir15]. Se-
lective Search belongs to the grouping methods. Initially, a set of small starting
segments is generated by the segmentation approach proposed by Felzenszwalb
and Huttenlocher [FH04]. The size of these segments is adjustable by a threshold
parameter k. Larger values for k result in larger segments. In the next step, sim-
ilarities between all neighbouring segments are calculated and the most similar
segments are merged together until a single segment covers the entire image. All
segments are considered as object proposals except for segments whose dimen-
sions fall below a previously set minimal height or width. Four complementary
similarity measures as well as combinations of the different measures are used
to measure the similarity between neighbouring regions. The used similarity
measures are scolour, stexture, ssize, and sfill. A detailed description of these
measures is given in [UvdSGS13]. To generate a set of highly diverse object
proposals, different colour spaces and varying threshold parameter k are used
to generate differing segments and different similarity measures or combinations
are applied. Typically, 80 different combinations of segmentation settings and
similarity measures are used in total.
3 Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of seven object proposals methods on
the publicly available DLR 3K Munich Vehicle Aerial Image Dataset. The used
dataset consists of 20 images with a resolution of 5616×3744 pixels. For our ex-
periments, each image is divided into tiles of 936×624 pixels. Image sections are
exemplarily shown in Figure 3.1. First, we provide results of the original object
proposals methods. Then, we show the impact of relevant adaptions by means of
Selective Search. Finally, we present the results of the adapted approaches. The
source code of all selected methods is publicly available.
To evaluate the performance, we apply metrics that are functions of intersection
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Figure 3.1: Image sections of the DLR 3K Munich Vehicle Aerial Image Dataset [LM15]
3.1 Original Object Proposals Methods
At first, we evaluate the performance of the original object proposals methods.
Therefore, we apply the original algorithms and parameters as proposed in the
corresponding literature. Figure 3.2 shows the corresponding recall-IoU curves.
For IoU threshold values below 0.2, several approaches exhibit recall values close
to 1. However, the recall values decrease considerably with increasing threshold
values. The Selective Search method that outperforms all other methods exhibits
a recall value less than 0.9 for an IoU threshold of 0.5 so that more than 10% of
all GT objects are not considered as recalled. The recall values achieved for the
other methods are even worse. Hence, the original algorithms and parameters are
not well suited for generating candidate windows in aerial images.
where Aproposal and AGT are the area of the proposals and the ground truth
bounding boxes, respectively. Values close to 1 indicate a high similarity,
whereas values close to 0 indicate a low similarity between proposed bound-
ing boxes and GT bounding boxes. Typically, an IoU value of 0.5 is used to
accept GT objects as recalled in detection tasks [EVGW+10]. Recall-IoU curves
are used to examine the detection rate of each method. Therefore, we vary the
minimal IoU used as threshold value to consider GT boxes as recalled or not.
We further plot the recall with respect to the number of proposals for a fixed IoU
threshold to examine the impact of the number of proposals.
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Figure 3.2: Recall-IoU curves of the original object proposals methods
3.2 Adaptation to Aerial Images
Reason for the high number of missed GT objects is that all methods are devel-
oped for generating proposals in significantly differing datasets. Thus, we sys-
tematically analyzed the impact of different parameters and adapted each method
separately. In the following, the performed adaptions are exemplarily discussed
for the Selective Search method.
A substantial difference between the characteristics of the detection benchmark
datasets and aerial images is the size of the occurring objects. As in the de-
tection benchmark datasets object dimensions are mostly in the range between
50 and 200 pixels, object proposals that height or width are less than 20 pixels
are removed. However, aerial images can contain objects that are significantly
smaller, so that smaller object proposals are required to account for small ob-
jects. Therefore, we reduce the minimal height and width to 5 pixels. As shown
in Figure 3.3, the performance is considerably improved. Furthermore, the size
of the object proposals is affected by the applied segmentation as smaller initial
segments can result in smaller object proposals. Therefore, we vary the threshold
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minimal height/width = 5 pixels
minimal height/width = 20 pixels
Figure 3.3: Recall-IoU curves for various minimal dimensions of the object proposals.
Reducing the minimal dimensions to 5 pixels results in considerably improved recall
values.
parameter k to generate initial segments with varying sizes. The corresponding
recall-IoU curves are given in Figure 3.4. For IoU threshold values below 0.6,
the recall values are increasing with smaller k due to smaller initial segments.
However, both adaptions result in an increased number of proposals. In case of
applying 80 different combinations of segmentation settings and similarity mea-
sures, more than 300,000 object proposals are generated. To reduce the number
of proposals, we analyze the impact of both different segmentation settings and
different similarity measures. Figure 3.5 shows exemplarily the impact of apply-
ing different similarity measures. For IoU threshold values below 0.6, the best
recall values are achieved for ssize that compares the size of neighbouring re-
gions and encourages small regions to merge early so that regions are of similar
sizes throughout the algorithm. The worst recall values are achieved by applying
similarity measures combined with stexture.
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Figure 3.4: Recall-IoU curves for various segmentation threshold parameters k. Smaller
values for k and consequently smaller initial regions result in better recall values for IoU
threshold values below 0.6
The recall-IoU curves vary for different similarity measures as different sets of
proposals are generated. To clarify how many sets of proposals have to be com-
bined to achieve adequate recall values, we add steadily proposals generated for
different similarity measures. As shown in Figure 3.6, the recall values are in-
creasing with the number of combined proposals sets. However, the improve-
ment becomes less with the number of proposals sets so that combining more
than four proposals sets only results in negligible improvements. Similar results
are observed for combing proposals sets generated for various colour spaces and
for various segmentation threshold parameters k.
Originally, the generated object proposals are randomly sorted, as objects can
have any scale. However, aerial images contain objects with certain scales.
Therefore, we replace the random order with a weighted order based on the
proposal size. As depicted in Figure 3.7, the weighted order clearly outper-
forms the random order since considerably less proposals are required to achieve
comparable recall values.
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Figure 3.5: Recall-IoU curves for various similarity measures used to group segments.
Applying ssize achieves the best recall values for IoU thresholds below 0.6.
3.3 Adapted Object Proposals Methods
Adaptations are performed for each method separately similar to Section 3.2.
The corresponding recall-IoU curves are depicted in Figure 3.8. All methods
show clearly improved recall values compared to the original methods. In case
of grouping methods, adapting the size of initial segments exhibits the highest
impact on the performance as shown for Selective Search in Section 3.2. The
performance of window scoring methods is mainly improved by adapting the
minimal and maximal dimensions of candidate windows to the object sizes. For
IoU threshold values below 0.55, the method proposed by Rahtu et al. [RKB11]
exhibts the best recall values and slightly outperforms Selective Search and Ran-
domized Prim’s. All adapted methods except LPO achieve recall values close
to 1 for small IoU threshold values. We expect that the applied segmentation
models, which are used for generating foreground and background masks are the
reason for the low recall values, as these segmentation models are pre-trained on
a dataset that considerably differs from aerial images.
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Figure 3.6: Recall-IoU curves for various combinations of proposals sets. The recall
values are increasing with the number of proposals sets, though combing more than four
sets of proposals only results in negligible improvements.
3.4 Comparison to Baseline Approaches
Finally, we compare the adapted methods to baseline approaches. Therefore, we
consider a sliding window approach with three different window scales and ran-
dom sampling of candidate windows. The dimensions of the randomly sampled
candidate windows are in the range between 5 and 50 pixels. Figure 3.9 and
3.10 show exemplarily the comparison of the adapted Selective Search method,
the original Selective Search method and both baseline approaches. The adapted
Selective Search method exhibits better recall values for all IoU thresholds es-
pecially for IoU thresholds above 0.4. The recall value of the applied sliding
window approach converges to 0.94 with increasing number of candidate win-
dows for an IoU threshold of 0.5. Hence, the considered window scales are not
enough. Even more scales and aspect ratios and consequently more candidate
windows are necessary to achieve recall values close to 1.















Figure 3.7: Recall as a function of the number of proposals for different order strategies.
The random order is clearly outperformed by the weighted order based on the proposals
size.
4 Conclusion
In the context of this report, we evaluated the applicability of seven object propos-
als methods for aerial images. We adapted each method separately to account for
the characteristics of the aerial images that considerably differ from datasets used
to explore these methods. Therefore, we systematically analyzed each method as
exemplarily shown for Selective Search. In case of grouping methods, adapt-
ing the size of initial segments exhibited the highest impact on the performance,
whereas the performance of window scoring methods is mainly improved by
adapting the minimal and maximal dimensions of candidate windows to the ob-
ject sizes. All adapted methods except LPO are suitable for aerial images as
these methods achieve recall values close to 1. Finally, we demonstrated exem-
plarily for Selective Search that the number of candidate windows can be reduced
compared to baseline approaches.
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Figure 3.8: Recall-IoU curves of the adapted object proposals methods. All methods
show clearly improved recall values compared to the original methods.
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Figure 3.9: Recall-IoU curves of the adapted Selective Search method, the original Selec-
tive Search method and two baseline approaches. The adapted Selective Search method
clearly outperforms all other methods.
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Figure 3.10: Recall as a funtion of the number of proposals for the adapted and origi-
nal Selective Search method and two baseline approaches. The adapted Selective Search
method clearly outperforms all other methods.
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Abstract: In computer graphics, objects are often modeled as polygonal
meshes with flat facets, the reflection of light from facets is described by
the so-called bi-directional reflectance distribution function (BRDF). Along
with the intrinsic optical properties of the material, it captures the effects
due to surface microstructure, i.e. shape features smaller than the facet size
(and therefore not representable by the mesh model). If the typical facet
size changes, some structures may switch from the “responsibility domain”
of BRDFs to that of the geometric model, or vice versa. Therefore, for
sufficiently complex surfaces, BRDFs are inherently scale-dependent. If one
measures a BRDF at one scale, and applies at another, it must be adjusted
(“evolved”) according to the specific surface structure. In this report, we
derive explicit BRDF evolution equations and discuss their implications.
1 Introduction
The geometrical complexity of a model that describes an arbitrary surface (for
example, a desk) in general depends on the resolution of the chosen observation
method. If we sample surface points at a distance of a few centimeters from
each other, the resulting model will be rather smooth (e.g., the desk will appear
almost flat). If the distance between the samples is of the order of micrometers,
the model becomes extremely complex, with overlapping peaks and valleys. At
even smaller scales, the object is no longer a surface but a collection of bound
and free particles performing some complicated motions.
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If we study the reflection of light from the model towards some detector (e.g., a
camera pixel), we may usually limit ourselves with the geometrical optics (i.e.
with scales much greater than the wavelength of light). To every scene and ev-
ery camera setup, we may also associate some effective observation scale µ. It
is typically determined by the resolution of the surface model as desribed above
or by the size of the features resolved by the camera (whichever is greater). An
efficient practical approach to capture the response of such a scene is to represent
the “coarse” geometry (features of size larger than µ) by the mesh (re-deriving
it from the original model, if necessary), and incapsulate the microscopic ap-
pearance into bi-directional reflectance distribution functions (BRDFs) [Bas01],
associated with the flat facets of the mesh. BRDFs, therefore, provide an efficient
way to characterize materials: they may be derived or measured once and used
to render images of multiple objects under various conditions.
If the observation scale µ were fixed for all scenes and observation conditions,
one could create a universal library of BRDFs for various materials (as is typi-
cally done in the development of video games). However, in reality the effective
observation scale µ depends on the scene and the camera setup. At the same time,
the surface may have features at some “characteristic” scale µc that significantly
contribute to its optical appearance (consider, e.g., “orange-skin finish”, “rough-
ness”, or “polishing artefacts”). Depending on whether µ is greater or smaller
than µc, the BRDFs must significantly differ. One solution to this problem is to
measure BRDFs at multiple scales and interpolate between them [TLQ+02]. One
needs then a massive database of measurements. An alternative is to derive the
rules that govern the µ-related “evolution” of BRDFs, and generate them based
on the measurements defined at some scale µ0.
In this report, we formalize the notion of the scale-dependent evolution of BRDFs
and suggest a simple integral equation connecting them with the surface statis-
tics. For the simple case of isotropic (invariant with respect to rotations about
the surface normal vector) BRDFs on nearly-planar surfaces, we manage to in-
tegrate the BRDF evolution equation in closed form. For the more general case
of anisotropic surfaces, we demonstrate that upon a Fourier transform over the
group of rotations, the equation factorizes and can be efficiently integrated nu-
merically up to any finite frequency. Finally, we discuss the new exotic con-
tributions in BRDFs (“plus-distributions”) that may arise e.g. due to the scale
evolution over some specially micro-structured surfaces.






Figure 2.1: Reflection of light from a small surface element.
2 Notations
Let us consider a small surface element ε of area dS with some 3D orientation
Γ, illuminated with a parallel beam of light coming from the direction î. The in-
cident intensity of the illumination (radiation power per cross-section area, watts
per square meter) is Li (Fig. 2.1). Our goal is to measure the directional distribu-
tion of the reflected and scattered light. To that end, we place a detector very far
away from ε so that the direction towards the detector is ô and its angular size as
seen from ε is dΩo. The BRDF β(̂i, ô,Γ) describes then the intensity Io of light
(power per unit of solid angle, watts per steradian) received by the detector:





The geometrical factor (̂iT · n̂(Γ)) equals the cosine of angle between the in-
coming light direction î and the surface normal vector n̂(Γ) and accounts for the
trivial change in the surface irradiation density as the surface incline changes. For
convenience, in what follows we absorb his factor into the definition of BRDFs





In a more detailed picture, ρ may further depend on the light wavelength λ, the
incoming and the reflected light polarizations, coherence length, etc. We will
focus here only on the dependence of ρ on the scale µ that separates “shape”
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from the “material properties”, i.e. our primary object of interest will be the
function ρ(̂i, ô,Γ, µ).
The precise nature of the orientation Γ will be elaborated later. Here we only
note that for isotropic surfaces and BRDFs, the actual orientation parameter is
not Γ but the normal surface vector n̂(Γ). In particular, if the surface is an ideal
flat mirror, its BRDF is








and A is some normalization constant.
3 General BRDF consistency equation
Let us now choose some macroscopic surface patchE, illuminated with a parallel
beam of light of uniform intensity Li coming from the direction î, and observe it
with an infinitely distant detector along the direction ô. There are two alternative
ways to describe the observed light intensity in the detector.
In the first case, we follow the picture above and consider the entire patch E
as a single element with its global orientation Γ∞ and the respective BRDF
ρ(̂i, ô,Γ,∞). The Eq. (2.1) then applies without modifications.
In the second case, we split E into many pieces of typical size µ, each
reflecting the light according to Eq. (2.1) with the respective microscopic
BRDF ρ(̂i, ô,Γ, µ). The resulting detector response Io will then be a sum of
contributions from all the elements, each having its specific orientation.
If we knew the complete micro-geometry of the surface, we could directly com-
pute this sum. More often, however, we deal with unknown geometries but know
the specific nature of the surface, such as wood, leather, polished metal, etc. The
geometry in this case may be characterized statistically in terms of some function
p(Γ∞,Γ, µ) that denotes the probability to find an element with orientation Γ in
the surface E given its global orientation Γ∞. In particular, p must be consistent
with the definition of the global orientation: p(Γ∞,Γ, µ)
µ→∞→ δ(Γ− Γ∞).
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Regardless of our representation of the surface, the amount of light collected by
the detector should not change, which leads us to the following condition1:
ρ(̂i, ô,Γ∞,∞) =
∫
ρ(̂i, ô,Γ, µ) p(Γ∞,Γ, µ) dΓ. (3.1)
The left hand side of Eq. (3.1) is independent of the scale µ. We therefore arrive
at the basic consistency equation for BRDFs:
∂µ
∫
ρ(̂i, ô,Γ, µ) p(Γ∞,Γ, µ) dΓ = 0, (3.2)
where we define ∂µ ≡ ∂/∂µ and the integration runs over all distinct orientations
in the 3D space.
4 Evolution for isotropic surfaces
As noted above, isotropic BRDFs and the statistics of isotropic surfaces depend
only on the direction of the surface normal vector n̂ and not on the rotation about
n̂. The re-formulated consistency condition in this case is
∂µ
∫
ρ(̂i, ô, n̂, µ) p(n̂∞, n̂, µ) dn̂ = 0. (4.1)
In order to decouple the evolution of the BRDF from that of the surface statistics,
let us in addition assume that the surface only slightly deviates from a plane at
all scales. This approximation can be formalized as follows. Let us choose the
global vertical direction ẑ and re-define ρ and p in terms of vectors ~m replacing
the respective normal vectors n̂:
~m = (n̂T ẑ)−1n̂− ẑ.
In other words, mz ≡ 0 and (~m+ ẑ) is collinear with n̂. Instead of n̂∞, we now
use ~m∞, and instead of n̂, we use ~m, so that Eq. (4.1) becomes
∂µ
∫
ρ(̂i, ô, ~m, µ) p(~m∞, ~m, µ) dmxdmy = 0,
1 This description can be compared to the microfacet BRDF model without the masking and shad-
ing effects, where some generic microscopic BRDF ρ(̂i, ô,Γ, µ) is used instead of the Fresnel
reflectance. As such, it applies only to non-grazing angles for î and ô, and nearly-flat surfaces: if an
element has an incline that differs strongly from that of the global surface, the relevant probabilities
will be dependent on the directions î and ô via geometric factors.
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where the integration runs over the entire two-dimensional plane.
The condition that a surface is almost flat means that all relevant normal vec-
tors are only slightly deviating from the z-direction, i.e. ‖~m∞‖  1 and
p(~m∞, ~m, µ) = 0 for all ‖~m‖ > mmax with some mmax  1. In this case,
the two-dimensional distribution of the normal vectors as a function of ~m will
have a peak centered at the point ~m∞ and in the first approximation will preserve
its shape as ~m∞ varies:
p(~m∞, ~m, µ) = q(~m∞ − ~m, µ).
The consistency equation now takes the form of a convolution:
∂µ
∫
ρ(̂i, ô, ~m, µ) q(~m∞ − ~m, µ) d~m = ∂µ ((ρ ? q)(~m∞)) = 0. (4.2)
If we denote the 2D Fourier images of the functions ρ(̂i, ô, ~m, µ) and q(~m, µ)




R(̂i, ô, ~W, µ)Q( ~W, µ)
)
= 0, or (4.3)
∂µ logR(̂i, ô, ~W, µ) = −∂µ logQ( ~W, µ).
(A trivial technical requirement here is that neither R nor Q may vanish inside
the relevant domain of ~W ).
The solution of the Eq. (4.3) is trivial:




where µ0 is some scale at which the BRDF is known. Using Eq. (4.4) and the
actual statistics of the surface, one may easily produce BRDFs at any scale µ.
5 Evolution for anisotropic BRDFs and surfaces
In order to solve Eq. (3.2) in a more general case, we need to choose some explicit
parameterization of orientations Γ in a three-dimensional space (in other words,
choose some representation of the Lie group SO(3) of 3D rotations). The most
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well-known representation of SO(3) is the set of orthogonal 3× 3 matrices with
determinant +1. According to Euler, any 3D rotation may be represented as a
function of three angles α, β, and γ such that 0 ≤ α, γ < 2π, 0 ≤ β < π:
Γ(α, β, γ) = U(α) ·A(β) · U(γ) (5.1)
with
U(α) =
 cosα − sinα 0sinα cosα 0
0 0 1
 and A(β) =
 cosβ 0 sinβ0 1 0
− sinβ 0 cosβ
 . (5.2)
Now let us consider the distribution p(Γ∞,Γ, µ). It is clear that a simultaneous
rotation of the global orientation Γ∞ and the element orientation Γ by some
rotation matrix ∆ ∈ SO(3) is equivalent to a global rotation of space, and the
fraction of elements oriented at ∆ · Γ relative to ∆ · Γ∞ remains invariant. We
therefore have:
p(∆ · Γ∞,∆ · Γ, µ) = p(Γ∞,Γ, µ), or, equivalently,
p(Γ∞,Γ, µ) = q(Γ
−1 · Γ∞, µ) for some function q.
The respective evolution equation
∂µ
∫
ρ(̂i, ô,Γ, µ) q(Γ−1 · Γ∞, µ) dΓ = ∂µ ((ρ ? q)(Γ∞)) = 0 (5.3)
now contains the canonical convolution over the group SO(3). In order to trans-
form this convolution into a product, we need to briefly recall the properties of
the Fourier transform over the group of rotations (for more details, see [KR08]).
Any function f(α, β, γ) of the three angles α, β, and γ defined in Eqs. (5.1)
and (5.2) can be represented as an infinite sum:
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The basis functions here are the so-called Wigner D-functions:
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.
The Fourier transform of a convolution may be found as follows. If f(Γ) 7→







This equation can be interpreted as follows. The Fourier coefficients of any func-
tion f(Γ) can be arranged in the form of an (infinite) block-diagonal matrix,
where the J-th block has the dimensions (2J + 1) × (2J + 1) and contains
the coefficients fJMM ′ . The coefficients of the convolution of two functions are
simply obtained via the matrix multiplication of the original coefficient matrices.
Finally, if the coefficient matrices corresponding to the Fourier transform of func-
tions ρ(̂i, ô,Γ, µ) and q(Γ, µ) are R(̂i, ô, µ) and Q(µ), respectively, then the
relation Eq. (5.3) assumes the following form:(
∂µR(̂i, ô, µ)
)
·Q(µ) +R(̂i, ô, µ) · ∂µQ(µ) = 0. (5.4)
For the J-th block of coefficients, Eq. (5.4) represents a closed system of
(2J + 1) × (2J + 1) linear differential equations on the same number of func-
tions of µ. The solution of such homogeneous linear differential equations are
straightforward and involve matrix exponentials. In other words, this system
can be solved numerically in each block, and we can solve it up to any fixed
maximum cutoff frequency J .
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6 Nearly-specular reflection
Let us consider the isotropic case and assume that each microfacet at the scale µ0
is a perfect mirror, and that the surface at the scale µ is completely flat:
ρ(̂i, ô, ~m, µ0) ∼ δ(~m− ~ms(̂i, ô)), and p(~m∞, ~m, µ) ∼ δ(~m− ~m∞).
Then Eq. (4.4) leads to the the following statement:
R(̂i, ô, ~W, µ) = Q( ~W, µ0)F (6.1)
with some phase factor F . Eq. (6.1) represents a well-known relation between the
metal surface roughness and its BRDF [Har86], but it also means, that starting
from a trivial BRDF, one may prepare arbitrary BRDFs using special micro-
structured surfaces.
In particular, let us imagine a surface whose normal vector distribution















Such “plus-distributions” are well-known in particle physics, where they describe
scattering at small angles. Via Eq. (6.1), they may enter the BRDFs and give
rise to exotic “nearly-specular” kind of reflection, which is neither specular, nor
diffuse. The corresponding contributions for each exponent n may be measured
and characterized by the dedicated experiments, and used to improve the stability
of BRDF measurements2.
So far, this “nearly-specular” reflection remains a theoretical prediction in a need
of further research.
2 It is possible that the surfaces exhibiting such “near-specular” reflection are relatively common, but
its contributions have always been confused with the specular or the diffuse components, leading to
non-reproducible results and poor agreement with theoretical expectations.
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7 Summary
In this report, we have demonstrated how the BRDFs may be adjusted to the
observation scale of a specific scene and detector setup, and derived a general
evolution equation. We have further demonstrated a closed-form solution of the
evolution equation in the isotropic case, and suggested a simple way to inte-
grate the anisotropic evolution up to any finite angular frequency. Finally, we
demonstrated a mechanism that may generate arbitrary contributions to BRDFs
via special surface micro-structures, and hypothesized the existence of the novel
“nearly-specular” type of reflection.
In the future, we plan to verify the presented equations with the real and simu-
lated experiments, and extend the evolution to a more general class of surfaces
(e.g., to those exhibiting significant microscopic masking and shading). We also
plan to implement the evolution-based tools for computer graphics and BRDF
measurements.
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In 2016, the annual joint workshop of the Fraunhofer Institute of 
Optronics, System Technologies and Image Exploitation (IOSB) and the 
Vision and Fusion Laboratory (IES) of the Institute for Anthropomatics, 
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) has again been hosted by the 
town of Triberg-Nussbach in Germany. For a week from July, 24 to 29 
the doctoral students of both institutions presented extensive reports 
on the status of their research and discussed topics ranging from com-
puter vision, optical metrology, and machine learning to data fusion and 
human-machine interaction.
Results and ideas presented at the workshop are collected in this book
in the form of detailed technical reports. This volume provides a com-
prehensive and up-to-date overview of the research program of the IES 
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